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AmCham Advisory Council
The Advisory Council of the American Chamber of Commerce in Poland is engaged in shaping the AmCham 

advocacy for better investment, creating policies and working with key policy-makers to address important relevant 
issues. The crucial role of companies gathered in the Advisory Council is emphasized by the special client care AmCham

provides to these premium members and the  opportunity they have to cooperate at the highest level, including 
business-to-government dialogue, networking events as well as priority at other AmCham events. 
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in Poland. It is a voice for foreign investors and the business community in Poland.  The

magazine strives to keep our members and other readers up to date by following
chamber news and reporting on the leading trends in business and policy.

IT’S YOUR AMCHAM

IT’S YOUR DEBATE
"There are some 2,000 Polish companies doing business with

Ukraine at present. They have the enormous advantage of under-
standing the Ukrainian market and the experience of how to work
with Ukraine’s administration and companies, which cannot be un-

derestimated in the rebuilding and recovery processes."
Jadwiga Emilewicz, Government Plenipotentiary for 
Polish-Ukrainian Development Cooperation, p. 19

"Poland supports Ukraine's bid for EU membership and is 
interested in helping Polish companies participate in rebuilding 

the Ukrainian economy."
Szymon Andrzej Szynkowski vel Sęk, Secretary of State at

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, p. 28

"In 2020-23, depending on the scenario, the Russia-Ukraine war
may cause a loss estimated from USD 242 billion to even USD 920

billion or 7 percent of EU's GDP." 
Jarosław Kroc, Chairman, Accenture, p. 21

"The beauty of AI is that it learns constantly and continues to be
accurate in its predictions despite the progress in the market."

Adam Mańkowski, Vice President, Żabka, p. 28

"Poland is the second largest producer of car batteries globally. 
In value, lithium-ion batteries comprise nearly 2.5 percent of

Poland's overall exports."
Michał Kucharczyk, Managing Department Director at the

Polish Investment and Trade Agency PAIH, p. 22

"Poland does not want to be a simple assembly-line country but
use advanced technology not only in information but also in other

areas including manufacturing and production."
Radosław Kaskiewicz, Chairman and Managing Director of

3M in Poland, p. 28

"Our main goal is the further intensification of Polish-American 
cooperation in terms of trade, investment, the power industry, 

research, and development."
Paweł Szrot, Chief of the Polish President’s Office, p. 34

"Automation is an absolute necessity when, firstly, labor costs are
rising, and secondly, the availability of employees is decreasing; and

in the background, we have a dynamic, variable market both in 
demand and supply, and we have to quickly adapt to customer 

expectations."
Krzysztof Krawczyk, Partner, Head of the Warsaw office,

CVC Capital Partners, p. 42

"The Polish legal and regulatory framework remains complex and
could be improved to further facilitate business operations."
Anna Duvialard, Managing Director, Business Services 

Center Europe at Gates Corporation, p. 44

"Social media, platforms like YouTube and TikTok, and other digital
channels are crucial in PR strategies because a significant portion of
young people no longer rely on traditional media, making it difficult

to reach them solely through journalists."
Klara Banaszewska, General Manager, 

Grayling Poland, p. 46

"Poland's dynamic economy and its location as a key transit point in 
Europe make it a significant market for logistics and moving 

services."
Piotr Piekarowicz, Country Manager, Move One, p. 48

"Offshore is a new industry in Poland and in order to grow it needs
a transfer of know-how and competences from partner 

companies."
William Gutterman, Chief Investment Officer, 

Skyborn Renewables, p. 50
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AmCham Poland sup-

ports the collective in-

terests of its members

by working to 

affect changes that im-

prove the business en-

vironment in Poland

through: 

• the close monitoring

of Polish and EU regula-

tions;

• position papers, policy

statements, and advo-

cacy letters;

• direct and frequent in-

teraction with policy-

makers;

• active participation in

the rule-making

process.

All AmCham Poland’s

position papers are 

available at

amcham.pl/advocacy.

ADVOCACY
OF AMCHAM POLAND

Our top issues include:

CHANGES TO THE PHARMA LAW AND RESULTING 

MARKET THREATS

AmCham is actively involved in resolving the proposed

changes to the Pharmaceutical Law Act, changes that en-

visage significant and concerning changes to the function-

ing principles of the pharmacy market. The draft act

includes, among other things, the explicit prohibition of

taking control over entities operating public pharmacies, as

stipulated in Article 99 of the Pharmaceutical Law Act. At

the same time, the Provincial Pharmaceutical Inspectors

would be obliged to revoke permits for operating a phar-

macy for entities over which such a takeover of control

would occur. The proposed law also provides for the

mandatory imposition of a financial penalty on the entity

taking control. If adopted, the proposed changes would ef-

fectively exclude the possibility of any ownership changes

in capital companies operating pharmacies, constituting a

blatant violation of the freedom to conduct business.

AmCham had issued its position paper which highlights the

procedural form of the proposed changes in the Sejm. The

changes are intended to be introduced through the Act

amending the Act on State-Guaranteed Export Insurance

and certain other acts. However, the proposed law submit-

ted to the Sejm on July 3rd did not mention this. Only on July

11th, during the proceedings of the Parliamentary Commit-

tee on Public Finance and the Committee on Economy and

Development, was Amendment No. 3 submitted, including

the abovementioned changes. The content included in the

submitted amendment should be evaluated by the Parlia-

mentary Health Committee, which was also working on the

project of the so-called Major Amendment to the Reim-

bursement Act (DNUR) on the same day. Furthermore,

within the DNUR project, a change to the same editorial

unit of the Pharmaceutical Law Act (Article 103) is foreseen,

to which part of the planned provisions of the discussed

amendment will be added. The mere fact of parallel

changes to the same provision of the normative act by two

different laws constitutes a significant violation of legisla-

tive practice, which the Parliamentary Legislative Bureau

unsuccessfully pointed out during meeting of the Parlia-

mentary Committee on Public Finance and the Committee

on Economy and Development.

It should also be emphasized, taking into account the issues

presented above, that this amendment violates the consti-

tutional principle of freedom of economic activity, which

can only be limited by law, solely for important public inter-

est, and must meet the requirements of proportionality.

The way in which such significant changes for the function-

ing of the entire pharmaceutical industry were introduced,

without prior consultations or impact assessments, and

without justifying the pursuit of the public interest, does

not meet constitutional requirements and sends a negative

signal to foreign investors in our country by undermining

regulatory stability and the business environment.

Taking this into account, AmCham has called for interven-

tion and support of our many stakeholders with Sejm, Sen-

ate and Government figures in maintaining the status quo

regarding the functioning of the pharmacy market, the

withdrawal of further proceedings on this amendment, and

further actions to improve the quality of the legislative

process in Poland and the development of an attractive,

predictable, and stable business environment for investors.

The position paper is available on the AmCham website.

TOP PRIORITIES FOR THE UPCOMING GENERAL 

ELECTIONS

AmCham has prepared a document outlining the advocacy

priorities of U.S. companies operating in Poland in relation

to the upcoming parliamentary elections. Besides summa-

rizing the most important advocacy priorities, the docu-

ment aims to show the impact of AmCham member

companies on Poland’s economy, and to be used during

AmCham’s meeting with politicians.

Some of the most important advocacy priorities for Am-

Cham member companies include:

• Stable and predictable laws and regulations;

• Energy transformation;

• Ensuring the development of internet networks and 5G

technology;

• Streamlining procedures and reducing the processing

time for issuing work permits to foreign nationals;

• Modern vocational education that corresponds to the

changing needs of employers and industry;

• Matters of defense and security in Poland.

According to the latest AmCham and SGH Warsaw School

of Economics Report, there are currently 1,576 businesses

in Poland owned by American entities. These companies

have invested  USD 26 billion in the country, and the value

of their assets is estimated at nearly $59 billion. Poland is a

key location for American businesses in Central and Eastern

Europe, with some industries seeing all American invest-

ment projects in the region being concentrated in Poland.

American investors are also responsible for creating

327,000 jobs in Poland, with over 90 percent of them being

employment contracts. American companies have sup-

ported Poland during challenging times, such as the COVID-

19 pandemic and the situation in Ukraine.

The entire document presenting AmCham’s advocacy priori-

ties and Economic Report is available on the AmCham web-

site.

Contact: 
Karol Witaszek

Legal & Public Policy Manager
karol.witaszek@amcham.pl

t: +(48)-22-520-5999
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The third quarter of 2023 is underway, as is the election campaign for
the Sejm and Senate. Politics. War. Elections. Investment. During this
turbulent time AmCham continues to meet its mission of supporting
our members and the investor community.

Throughout the last several months AmCham has delivered key mes-
sages and held critical discussions on key issues: defense & security,
energy, cybersecurity and cloud development, Ukraine revitalization,
and the protection of investments. From our Security Day Confer-
ence through the Impact 23’ event, meeting with the Chief of the
Presidential Chancellery, and our annual meeting at the Ambas-
sador’s residence we convey the clear message that American in-
vestment plays a critical role in the ongoing transformation and
development of Poland.

In conjunction with the Warsaw School of Economics (SGH), AmCham
launched its US Investment Impact paper earlier this year. It clearly il-
lustrates the depth and breadth of our companies’ assets in Poland
and provides a wealth of information about where the market has
been and signals where the growth paths are for the future. It is an-
other tool for our members, so please utilize it for best effect. 

AmCham’s Rebuild Ukraine working group continues its close coop-
eration with AmCham Ukraine, and the American, Polish, and Ukrain-
ian governments. You can read about several of the engagements in
this issue of AmCham Quarterly and I invite our members to reach
out if they are not yet involved. 

On behalf of the Board and AmCham Team, I would like to thank our
sponsors for a magnificent Independence Day celebration at the
Royal Castle. It was a wonderful event, great weather, true partner-
ship, and community on display among our member companies and
our friends from the governmental, diplomatic and international busi-

ness communities. A big thanks as well to those who helped us sup-
port Corporate Aid Ukraine and the Ronald McDonald House through
our raffle—big hearts help with big results. 

We will continue to engage with our members in diverse ways. The
next edition of our mentoring program 30 Under 30 will start in Sep-
tember, and in November we will meet in Wrocław at the Manufac-
turers Forum. 

Throughout the 2023 election cycle AmCham will continue its en-
gagement at the Karpacz Forum with our Diner as well as presence
at MSPO and the ABSL Summit. Our message is clear to all stake-
holders: the US-Poland strategic relationship is strong in security,
trade and investment. We need to work together to ensure it is fur-
ther strengthened and expanded for the benefit of our countries and
our allies. 

Pre and post-election, AmCham will be at the forefront of the dia-
logue we need to continue our success in Poland and to see more
growth and opportunity in 2024. 

In closing, please join me in welcoming two new AmCham Team
members—Iwona Woznica and Gabriela Stangreciak. Great to have
them with us!

See you soon.

Best regards,

DEAR AMCHAM MEMBERS,

TONY HOUSH
AMCHAM CHAIRMAN

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN



HUMAN RESOURCES
In April, the committee met with Zuzanna Rosner-
Laskorzyńska, Senior Associate at Squire Patton
Boggs Krześniak, who talked about the anticipated
changes to the Polish Labor Code, which had been
triggered by the Work-Life Balance Directive from
the European Union which, in April, entered into
force across the union, and was in the process of
being implemented across the EU member states. 
The directive aims to improve families’ access to
family leave and flexible work arrangements.
In her presentation, Rosner-Laskorzyńska said that
among others, the directive introduced regulations
allowing employees to spend more time with their
children, and encourages male workers to take
parental leave as often as female workers, with
which it aims to improve gender parity at the work-
place. 
The directive also increases the length of paid ma-
ternity leave from 32 to 41 weeks, plus an addi-
tional 9 weeks of paid parental leave for each
parent.
The new regulations allow parents to use portions
of their leaves at one time according to their prefer-
ences instead of using them in one sequence. With
this, both parents jointly may use as many as 105
leave days for one newborn child. 

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
In June, Zofia Kierner, Founder of the Girls Future
Ready Foundation, delivered a presentation entitled
„The Truth About GenZs and Social Impact Com-
munication” to help members understand the goals
and motivations of the youngest generation of em-
ployees. 
In her presentation Kierner said that Generation Z
(Gen Z) consumers do not want to be marketed to
because they know that advertising is send “artificial
messages”. Meanwhile Gen Zs are sensitive about
“fairness” and authenticity. Brands that want to be
trendy rather than honest fail with Gen Z con-
sumers. Those that hire influencers may find it diffi-
cult to succeed with young adults today if they use
influencers in the wrong way. Brands that use on-
line ad campaigns may be simply ignored. 
According to a poll by digital consumer research
firm Bulbshare, 99 percent of Gen Z consumers
will hit the skip button if they have such option,
while nearly two-thirds of them use ad blockers to
avoid online advertising. Unlike previous genera-
tions, Gen Zs do not like watching ads for fun.  
Gen Z consumers tend to buy products from
brands that are meaningful and trusted. The poll re-
vealed that some 73 percent of consumers aged
14-26 years make purchasing decisions based on
value alignment. Previous generations did not ex-
pect companies to be as involved in society. Now,
not taking a stand on social issues is seen as taking a
stand. 
Kierner presented a case study of a bracelet pro-
ducing company which thanks to its involvement in
charitable activities generated a 125 percent year-
to-year revenue growth (USD 100 million in rev-

enue) by catering to Gen Z customers. The com-
pany was so successful because it understood that
instead of focusing its marketing efforts on the brand
it embraced the customer. Young people were buy-
ing the bracelets because they knew that by doing
so they were supporting charitable causes and
thought it was cool to spend money on such
causes.   
The company also optimized its website for cus-
tomer experience and showed incentives for cus-
tomers to drive sales especially by offering free
bracelets or discounts for referring friends to the
website. Instead of hiring influencers and running
online ad campaigns the company decided to use
content generated by its fans. In other words, the
company used for marketing digital content pro-
duced by its fans. Re-posting online photos taken by
customers wearing the brand’s bracelets turned out
to be a very effective marketing engine. 
The main takeaways from this case study is that
marketers should use social media to connect with
the target audience. Platforms such as Instagram
and Snapchat are popular among young adults so it
is important to have a strong presence on these
platforms and engage with the audience through
posts, stories, and live videos. 
Marketers should learn to design a social media
presence that young people want to follow and en-
gage with and that is not purely advertising. They
need to partner with popular social media influ-
encers to have their products showcased to reach a
broader audience. Influencer marketing can be ef-
fective when targeting young adults. 
But brands also need “social proof” that contributes
to the validity of the products they sell. In other
words they need to tie the brand to a social mission
that is best recognized by the target group. Such
“social impact mission” helps to differentiate the
brand from other similar brands. Instead of spend-
ing money on “traditional marketing” brands today
should use new revenue streams to support such
“social impact” initiatives. What is more, employees
should be offered opportunities to engage with the
initiative or donate to it. 
The speaker concluded her presentation by saying
that brands selling to Gen Z should use specialized
agencies that will help them with the creation, man-
agement, and implementation of their social impact
and philanthropic efforts. 

REAL ESTATE
In July, the committee met to discuss the new
changes in Zoning Planning. The presentation, enti-
tled "Changes in the Spatial Planning System—the
Scope and Impact on the Real Estate Market" was
delivered by Michał Dądajewski, Board Member,
PM Group Poland; and Konrad Marciniuk, Partner
at Miller Canfield. Some of the topics discussed in-
cluded the process of replacing the existing studies
of conditions and zoning directions developed by
municipalities with a general plan—a part of the In-
tegrated Investment Plan; and the implementation
of changes concerning the content and procedures

for adopting local spatial development plans.  

SUSTAINABILITY
In June, Małgorzata Szewc, Vice President of the
Polish Association of Listed Companies—an inde-
pendent organization of companies listed on the
Warsaw Stock Exchange—met with AmCham to
discuss the framework of the CSRD (Corporate
Sustainability Reporting Directive), the current proj-
ect stage, and the challenges of ESRS (European
Sustainability Reporting Standards), including materi-
ality assessment, value chain, and disclosure re-
quirements.
In her presentation, entitled “Sustainability Report-
ing–the Road to CSRD Compliance”, the speaker
showcased the issues that companies with multi-
level, large groups, and complex, long value chains
may face in obtaining reliable, objective ESG data
and aggregating them properly. 

TAX AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
In May, Maciej Żurek and Mariusz Kazuch, Partner
Associates at Deloitte Polska, and Marcin Becela,
Senior Manager at Deloitte Polska, met with the
committee to discuss issues associated with the in-
troduction of a new regulation called Pillar Two,
which sets out global minimum tax rules designed
to ensure that large multinational businesses pay a
minimum effective rate of tax of 15 percent on
profits in all countries. In their presentation, the
speakers underlined the concept of the new regula-
tion and compared it with how the minimum cor-
porate tax is understood in Poland, and discussed a
number of rules affected by Pillar Two, including
transfer pricing regulations. 
In May, the committee met to discuss the European
Union's Foreign Subsidies Regulation (FSR) which
creates a new regime aimed at combating distor-
tions of competition on the EU internal market
caused by foreign subsidies. The speakers were
Denton's experts: 
Anna Szymańska, Attorney-at-Law and Partner, and
Dr Michał Bernat, Certified Tax Advisor, Attorney-
at-Law and Managing Counsel. In their presentation
the speakers talked about the investigative powers
the new regulation grants to the European Com-
mission and how it proceeds in reviewing non-EU
financial contributions to businesses. They also pre-
sented reporting requirements that companies
which receive subsidies have, and gave an overview
of financial sanctions and non-compliance penalties.

OFF-COMMITTEE MEETING
In May, AmCham held a hybrid meeting devoted to
the macroeconomic outlook in Poland. The
speaker, Sławomir Dudek, Assistant Professor at the
Institute of Economic Development at the SGH
Warsaw School of Economics, shared his perspec-
tive on how the current economic situation may af-
fect the business sector in the months to come, and
talked about such factors as the falling consumption
rate coupled with rising inflation.

AGENDA

INTELLIGENCE FROM AMCHAM COMMITTEES

AMCHAM.PL QUARTERLY 3/2023
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COVER STORY AMCHAM SECURITY DAY

STANDING ON 

SECURE GROUND

aMcHaM conference underlines a need for close PartnersHiP

and cooPeration in security BetWeen tHe PuBlic and PriVate sectors. 

As business uncertainties grow in many
spheres including geopolitics, energy,
digital economy, and domestic politics,

AmCham held a one-day conference in June
addressing these issues. Entitled “The Am-
Cham Security Day” with a tagline “Stronger
Together for New Challenges”, the event
brought together to the InterContinental
Warsaw security experts and practitioners in
all business-related fields, from AmCham
member companies. 
“Stronger together” is a phrase people use
when referring to national security, but “it is
also about cause and purpose of the private
sector,” said AmCham Chairman Tony Housh
in his opening remarks. “Cyber security, en-
ergy security, national and regional security,
and intellectual property security are at the
heart of everything that we do in business as
investors.”
He said that the security environment de-
pends on policies on national, European and

Transatlantic levels. It drives investors’ deci-
sions regarding job creation, geographical al-
location of production and R&D, and others.
The problem is that while policymakers think
in five-year-long election cycles, businesses
plan not just five years ahead but much
longer in advance. “We are all responsible for
the bottom line and helping set policy,”
Housh said.  

POLAND-US SECURITY PARTNERSHIP
In the opening part of the conference, US
Ambassador to Poland Mark Brzezinski said
that the war in Ukraine has fundamentally
changed the way security is defined today.  It
evolved from purely military areas across
physical and digital spaces, critical infrastruc-
ture, supply chains and “people’s ability to
communicate, do business and function ef-
fectively without interference”. 
The ambassador said that NATO has been
indispensable in defining national security in
the past and remains indispensable in doing
so today. Poland remains an active and com-
mitted partner in delivering security in the re-
gion. It has spent billions of dollars on US
military equipment, including Abrams tanks,
Patriots, Himars, Apaches, M35s, and other
pieces of state-of-the art equipment. 
The US and Poland are working together to
maintain Poland's energy security, and are

making great strides towards accelerating en-
ergy transition reducing energy dependence
on fossil fuels, improving energy efficiency,
and deploying cutting-edge clean energy
technologies. The energy deal with Westing-
house and Bechtel is a milestone deal in
Poland-US relations and will define the rela-
tions for years to come. “These efforts are
key to strengthening energy security,” Am-
bassador Brzezinski said.
He noted that Poland and the US are linked
today working every day on many levels. Yet,
it is essential to remember that to bring that
cooperation to full fruition, “there must be

unity and collaboration between the public
and private sectors”.While security is the
most basic function national governments
provide to their people, the ambassador un-
derlined that along with national security and
energy security, it is cybersecurity that will
determine economic success and prosperity
“as data, in many ways, is the oil of the 21st
century,” he said. 

“Cyber security, energy security,
national and regional security, and
intellectual property security are at
the heart of everything that we do

in business as investors.”
Tony Housh, AmCham 

Chairman

“Data, in many ways, is the oil of
the 21st century.”
Mark Brzezinski, uS 
Ambassador to Poland
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DIGITAL SECuRITY

WHile tecHnology coMPanies Pioneer digital security, sMall and

MediuM-sized firMs lack ProPer understanding of WHy tHey sHould

Migrate to tHe cloud. 

Poland is viewed by American investors
as an emerging technology hub in Cen-
tral Eastern Europe and a regional digi-

tal competence center, which is why the first
session of the conference was devoted to
discussing discussing how digitization, cloud
technology and artificial intelligence (AI) can
boost Poland's security. 
Moderated by Jolanta Jaworska, Public Policy
Director for CEE at IBM (and AmCham
Board Member), the panel comprised An-
dreas Maierhofer, CEO of T-Mobile Poland;
Gen. Karol Molenda, Commander of

Poland's Cyber Defense Force, a part of the
Polish Army; Marcin Krasuski, Government
Affairs and Public Policy Head for CEE at
Google; Krzysztof Krawczyk, Partner, CVC
Capital Partners; and Mateusz Oleksy, Head
of Sales, Visa Poland.

CYBER DEFENSE
Gen. Molenda noted that the Polish public
sector supervised by the central government
is in the top most digitized across the EU and
among the best protected against cyber
threats. This fact was evidenced by the

Cyber Defense Index 2022-23, a ranking
compiled by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, which assesses the level of de-
velopment in cyber defense. Poland was sin-
gled out for the actions it has taken after the
start of the war in Ukraine. 
Gen. Molenda said that in recent years, all
EU countries have been expanding their
cyber security capabilities. The Cyber Secu-
rity Act in Poland defined the government's
responsibilities in cyberspace and created a
legal framework for new government agen-
cies to deal with cyber threats. It also estab-

“Our company sees opportunities in investing in companies that deliver cybersecurity 
for consumers.”

Krzysztof Krawczyk, CVC Capital Partners
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lished the Cyber Defense Force—a part of
the Polish Army. 

AI DILEMMAS
The panelists addressed the growing issue of
whether or not the development of artificial
intelligence (AI) should be let free or rather
put under legislative control. 
According to Maierhofer, “AI is just the next
step in digitization which creates new busi-
ness opportunities,” he said, adding that “the
technology should not be banned but its
users need international regulations for the
application of AI.”
For Krawczyk AI has huge potential in data
analysis and is vital for business. Żabka, a Pol-
ish chain of nearly 10,000 convenience
stores within CVC's investment portfolio,
has, working with Microsoft, become a role
model for other CVC-held companies in
how to successfully apply AI tools.
Visa's Oleksy said that the company uses AI
and advanced data analytics to secure its

clients against potentially fraudulent transac-
tions. "AI is crucial in providing such services
in real time," he said. 
The Visa global IT infrastructure is under at-
tack two million times a day, on average. The
company's IT infrastructure stores data on
4.1 billion pay cards which generate 192 bil-
lion transactions every year. 
Visa uses AI and advanced data analytics
thanks to which it secures nearly USD 27 bil-
lion a year on potentially fraudulent transac-
tions, by refusing to process them through
the Visa network. 
Only 0.1 percent all transactions processed
by the Visa network are fraudulently com-
promised.
"We protect our clients with AI and advanced
data analytics," Oleksy said. "We process
transactions in real time to detect fraud."
In addition, the company educates con-
sumers and small and medium companies on
how to use Visa services in a safe manner. 
Google's Krasucki said that AI will change the
cyber security landscape and admitted that
the technology needs to be regulated. "The
question remains, how to do it right," he
said. 

DIGITAL ADVANCEMENT
Google's Krasucki noted that while there are
different levels of adoption of cyber tools
across the Polish economy, the country's
public sector is very advanced as compared
to other EU countries. Following the start of
the war in Ukraine, Poland was the number

two most frequently attacked country in
NATO after Latvia, and withstood the threat. 
However, there is room for improvement
when it comes to small and medium-sized
companies. 
Krasucki said that moving to the cloud is the
only solution for small and medium-sized
companies if they want to use digital, net-
work technologies in a safe way. "Cloud
companies are usually more advanced in
cyber security than companies in other areas
of the economy," Krasucki said, adding that
there are already solutions on the market for
storing sensitive data in the cloud—the so-
called multi cloud. 
Google is the most hacked company in the
world yet it manages to keep billions of users'
accounts safe. 
What is more, with the war in Ukraine,
Google began to secure data centers with
Ukrainian users by relocating them outside of
Ukraine. With this, over 200 Ukrainian media
outlets were able to operate while the coun-
try was at war. "High risk users, such as politi-
cians and journalists, had their accounts
secured," Krasucki said. 
According to Krawczyk, cyber security is an
area which creates business opportunities "to
educate and support Polish businesses in
catching up with the cyber development," he
said, adding, "Our company sees opportuni-
ties in investing in companies that deliver cy-
bersecurity for consumers." 

The participants of the second panel,
entitled “Energy Security Through En-
ergy Transformation—on the Way to

Energy Sovereignty and Safety for the Next
Decades”, focused on the role of US compa-
nies in accelerating the energy mix transfor-
mation in Poland. They were Jacek Borek,
Managing Director of Accenture Technology
at Accenture Poland; Ryan Bowles, Deputy
Economic Counselor at the US Embassy in
Poland; Mirosław Kowalik, CEO of Westing-

house Poland; Michał Piekarski, Partner at
Baker McKenzie; Dariusz Serówka, Expert at
the Office of the Government Plenipotentiary
for Strategic Energy Infrastructure; and Maciej
Wagner, CEO, Skyborn Renewables Polska,
an independent energy producer specializing
in offshore wind generation. The discussion
was moderated by Robert Tomaszewski,
Head of Energy Sector Desk at Polityka In-
sight, the market intelligence unit of the Poli-
tyka weekly.

Energy transformation in Poland has been
triggered by two equally important aspects: a
need to diversify energy sources to increase
the country’s energy security; and the Euro-
pean Union “green transformation” policy to
make the union’s economy climate neutral. 
When it comes to energy security, in recent
years, the US has become a strategic partner
for Poland in providing the country with
LNG. 

ENERGY SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION

WitH tHe selection of tHe WestingHouse tecHnology for tHe first

PolisH nuclear PoWer Plant and a History of deliVering lng for

Poland, aMerican inVestors Play a increasingly strategic role in

Boosting Poland's energy security.

“We protect our clients with AI and advanced data analytics.”
Mateusz Oleksy, Visa Poland

“AI is just the next step in 
digitization which creates

new business opportunities.
The technology should not be
banned but its users need in-
ternational regulations for the

application of AI.”
Andreas Maierhofer, 
T-Mobile Poland
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PLAYING IT SAFE
This year, Poland chose the US for another
strategic partnership in energy security by se-
lecting the consortium of Westinghouse,
Bechtel and Polish Nuclear Energy (PEJ) for
the construction of Poland’s first nuclear
power plant. 
According to Serówka, the Polish govern-
ment plenipotentiary for the development of
strategic energy infrastructure Anna
Łukaszewska-Trzeciakowska, who had been
recently appointed to that post, will focus on
the deal so it is "done right". 
Serówka said that nuclear energy is a priority
for the Polish government. Poland will have
to discuss several aspects of the project with
the European Commission to get its accept-
ance for the project, as once delivered to the
market, the nuclear power plant will become
a part of the union's energy market and sub-
ject to the EU market regulations and re-
forms. 
Jacek Borek said that doing the project right
from the very beginning is essential as it will
pay back in later stages including the con-
struction of the plant and its maintenance.
There are best practice examples from other
countries which need to be brought to the
project in Poland so there are no "reinventing

the wheel" attitudes among the stakeholders.
Ryan Bowles noted that on the government-
to-government level, Poland and the US
have had very good cooperation on the nu-
clear power plant project, with the talks pro-
gressing relatively fast and developing mutual
trust and understanding. 
Michał Kowalik said that the Westinghouse-
Bechtel-PEJ consortium is a joint project
which fulfills Poland's aspirations to build the
country's first nuclear power plant and start
the Polish civil nuclear sector. Westinghouse
Poland is only a part of the project which in-
volves many stakeholders. All the partners
focus on doing what it takes for the project
to materialize. 
Michał Piekarski noted that apart from nu-
clear, the transition of the Polish energy sec-
tor involves other technologies, which have
been sourced from the US and other coun-
tries, and already have successfully changed
the Polish energy system. But nuclear energy
is a must for Poland as without it the country
will not succeed in making the transition eco-
nomically and strategically viable.

ROOM FOR MORE
All speakers agreed that the transformation of
the Polish energy system offers many busi-

ness opportunities in all modern energy tech-
nologies, including hydrogen storage and
production as well as advanced power grid
solutions.  
Maciej Wagner noted that apart from nuclear
Poland offers opportunities for domestic and
international businesses to bid for business in
different project areas and phases. For in-
stance, developing the offshore wind energy
sector in Poland will have to involve interna-
tional partners. “From the business perspec-
tive, offshore energy generation is the
second most complex and challenging sector
of the economy, only after nuclear, “ Wagner
said, “Timeframes for developing offshore
sites range from 10 to 15 years with
processes involving specialized know-how
and business partnerships. This is why Polish
companies that had been granted licenses for
building wind farms along the Polish seashore
will have to look for such international part-
ners with the right technology and experi-
ence that they have acquired in developing
offshore wind farms in other parts of the
world”.

The final session of the conference was
entitled “Secure Poland and Secure
Business.” Its moderator was Marek

Matraszek, Chairman of CEC Group. The
panelists were Marcin Fabianowicz, Director,
Center for Strategic Investments at Polish In-
vestment and Trade Agency PAIH; Marcin
Moczyróg, General Manager for CEE at
Uber; Dominika Stępińska-Duch, Group VP,
Head of Legal Department, and Member of
the Management Board TVN Warner Bros.
Discovery; Cezary Sowiński, Customer Trust
Manager at Amazon; and Prof. Andrzej Zy-
bertowicz, Security Adviser to the President
of Poland. 
Opening the discussion, Marek Matraszek

said that there are different layers of security,
from national security to business security to
the personal security of people.  “They are
all interlinked and all are parts of a broader
picture,” Matraszek said. 
In today’s digital economy, security threats
may appear anywhere in the chain of com-
mercial interactions. For Prof. Zybertowicz
cyber security is about a balance between
cyber threats and cyber defenses. He noted
that often, firms do not offer extremely tight
security systems for fear that they may turn
out to be too difficult for customers to use.
They pay the price for such an approach but
it is factored into their overall business costs.
However, Prof. Zybertowicz noted that

“there may come a time when this price may
be too high for commercial entities to pay”.

WATCHING OUT FOR FOUL 
ACTORS
Another aspect of security in business is the
reliability of software and IT components
from different vendors in providing adequate
levels of security. “It is an important issue, be-
cause now vendors have more control over
the software than the users,” Prof. Zyber-
towicz said.
Along with this comes the scope of potential
security threats posed by vendors in China
with links to the Chinese government. Ac-
cording to PAIH’s Fabianowicz the agency

BuSINESS AND SECuRITY
WHile corPorations in Poland feel confident tHey can deliVer

security for tHeir data and tHat of tHeir clients and Business

Partners, it is tHe quality of laWMaking tHat Poses serous questions

for aMerican inVestors.

“Polish companies that had been granted licenses for building wind farms along the Polish
seashore will have to look for such international partners with the right technology and 

experience that they have acquired in developing offshore wind farms in other 
parts of the world.”  

Maciej Wagner, CEO, Skyborn Renewables Polska
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has an efficient deterring system of vetting
and performing background checks on in-
vestors preselected by PAIH for assisting in
developing their businesses in Poland.
“Poland is open to foreign investors but we
always clearly communicate ‘where we stand
in the world’ meaning that Poland is a part of
the Western world,” Fabianowicz said. He
noted that while Poland is open and not dis-
criminatory to Chinese investors, major in-
vestors from China have never entered
Poland preferring other countries in Central
and Eastern Europe. 

SECURITY FOR INDIVIDUAL
CLIENTS
When doing business with their clients, pri-
vate companies are responsible for the secu-
rity of their customers, including their
personal security as well as the security of
their personal data. 
Uber, which in its early days had issues with
providing adequate security to its clients, has
developed a number of overlaying strategies
safeguarding effective personal identity recog-
nition of its drivers, which has now become
an industry standard. “We safeguard the se-
curity of passengers by monitoring Uber driv-
ers and performing background checks for
prospective drivers,” Moczyróg said. 
Amazon’s Sowiński said that personal infor-
mation the company collects is secure in the
Amazon system, with no major data theft
recorded so far. He added that the company
“has internal procedures preventing its per-
sonnel from using personal data in an unau-
thorized way.
According to Moczyróg, it is also important
that companies share information with other
firms about suspicious events in the cyber-
space. While there is no single and perfect
procedure preventing data theft and other
malevolent and hostile activities, it is impor-
tant to stay ahead of the threats. "Some com-
panies will fail but most will win," Moczyróg
said. 

DISINFORMATION AND SECURITY
With the growing impact of social media and
online-based information hubs, the protec-
tion of objective information has become a
major issue for Western Democracies,
which, after the start of the war in Ukraine,
have been the target of hybrid war propa-
ganda. People in democratic countries who
have a blurred picture of what happened,
what did not happen, and do not understand
the difference between disinformation and
the difference of opinion about what really
happened, are prone to take wrong deci-

sions with far-reaching consequences.
Prof. Zybertowicz noted that at the beginning
of the war in Ukraine, "algorithms developed
in Silicon Valley successfully prevented the
spread of disinformation disseminated online
by Russian trolls." However, the speaker
noted that as the conflict progressed, some
of the defenses have been overcome in
Poland, making the Russian disinformation
more effective.
In his opinion, big technology companies
should help regulators create efficient rules
and legal acts to suppress the spread of disin-
formation over the internet. 
Until it is completed, if ever, the general pub-
lic is better off relying on professional media
companies and info outlets. 
Stępińska-Duch said that from the first day of
the war in Ukraine, TVN24 took steps not to
fall prey to the Russian propaganda. "It is our
policy not to allow ourselves to disinform at
any point," she said. 
The company uses internal tools, including
AI, and procedures, and has a team of fact
checkers who apply best journalistic princi-
ples to their work. "They double-check and
then triple-check each piece of information,"
Stępińska-Duch said. 

SECURE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT
Disinformation, albeit unintentional, is also an
issue when it comes to Polish lawmakers.
When working on new pieces of legislation,
it seems that the government is reluctant to
hold proper consultations with the stakehold-
ers, including business. "It does not add any
value to business safety in Poland," said Sow-
iński. 
He noted that in many cases, legislators im-
plement regulations for one sphere of busi-
ness by adding them to acts designed for
other areas of business. They use this prac-
tice to have the new pieces of legislation
processed faster in Parliament. “This is very
dangerous for business, because you learn in
the very last moment that there are new reg-
ulations affecting your business in fact that do
not have much do to with your business,”
Sowiński said, pointing to a recent act “On
Changing the Names of State Universities”
which includes a provision which extends the
residence rights of Ukrainian citizens in
Poland. 
Overregulation is a headache for companies 
in Poland and a major problem for business
security, and and issue that the American
Chamber of Commerce has often voices in
its contacts with lawmakers and government
officials. In 2021, Polish lawmakers produced
nearly 21,000 pages of new legislation, a 45

percent increase as compared to 2020. 

LEVEL PLAYNG FIELD
According to Sowiński, many new pieces of
legislation include regulations that "go astray
to the principles of the level playing field
which is a must-have for the free market
economy."
In recent months, TVN has fallen prey of
such legislation, designed specifically to make
the American media company feel alienated
on the Polish media market. 
The largest private media company in
Poland, with a workforce of 4,000, had to
stand its ground in a legal fight to have its

broadcasting licenses renewed for a number
of TV channels. 
“Our battle for the TVN24 license lasted 19
months. Our battle for the TVN7 license
lasted 12 months; and the battle for Home
and Garden took seven months," Stępińska-
Duch said. 
At the time of the conference, the company
was in the eight month of renewing its
broadcasting license for the TVN channel.
"The regulator asks us questions about the
structure of ownership but the structure has
not changed since when we obtained the
current broadcasting license, and there is ab-
solutely no reason for the license not to be
renewed," she said. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The Security Day conference underlined the
need for cooperation and close partnership
between public administration and private
sector and security services. "We are in a
new era and we have to work together or
we will suffer the consequences," said Am-
Cham's Tony Housh in his conference closing
remarks. 
He underlined that for working together, "for
the private sector and the public sector trust
is "absolutely imperative, because if we lose
trust no good action will correct that quickly."

“Our battle for the TVN24 
license lasted 19 months. Our

battle for the TVN7 license
lasted 12 months; and the

battle for Home and Garden
took seven months.”  

Dominika Stępińska-Duch,
TVN Warner Bros. 

Discovery

"Poland is open to foreign investors but we always clearly communicate where we stand 
in the world, meaning that Poland is a part of the Western world.”  
Marcin Fabianowicz, Polish Investment and Trade Agency
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AmCham expresses warm gratitude to all the Security
Day Partners for their support, without which the event

would not have been the success it was!
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1. James LindLey, senior CommerCiaL offiCer, Us embassy; JoLanta Jaworska, am-
Cham board member (ibm); agnieszka Jankowska, amCham board member (t-mo-
biLe); mark brzezinski, Us ambassador to PoLand; tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman;
marta PawLak, amCham LegaL and PUbLiC PoLiCy direCtor; gen. karoL moLenda,
ministry of defense; marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor. 2. mark

brzezinski. 3. dominika stęPińska-dUCh, tVn warner bros. disCoVery; marzena

dreLa; gen. karoL moLenda; tony hoUsh. 4. tony hoUsh; Prof. andrzeJ zyber-

towiCz, seCUrity PoLiCy adVisor to the President of PoLand. 5. małgorzata rybak-
dowżyk, t-mobiLe PoLska; andreas maierhofer; Ceo, t-mobiLe; mark brzezinski;
agnieszka Jankowska, amCham board member (t-mobiLe). 6. gen. karoL moLenda;
marek matraszek, CeC groUP. 7. mark brzezinski; krzysztof krawCzyk, managing

Partner, CVC CaPitaL Partners. 8. JaCek borek, finanCiaL serViCes managing di-
reCtor, aCCentUre; marzena dreLa; Jarosław kroC, CoUntry managing direCtor,
aCCentUre. 9. Press time: tony hoUsh interViewed by a tVn 24 rePorter. 
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"energy seCUrity throUgh energy transformation—on the way to energy soV-
ereignty and safety for the Coming deCades" was the titLe of the seCond PaneL.
in PiCtUre: PaneL moderator robert tomaszewski, head of energy seCtor desk,
PoLityka insight; JaCek borek, managing direCtor of aCCentUre teChnoLogy in

PoLand; dariUsz serówka, goVernment PLeniPotentiary for strategiC energy in-

frastrUCtUre, ministry of deVeLoPment fUnds and regionaL PoLiCy;  miChał

Piekarski, Partner, baker mCkenzie; maCieJ wagner, Ceo, skyborn renewabLes

PoLska; mirosław kowaLik, Ceo, westinghoUse PoLand; ryan bowLes, dePUty

eConomiC CoUnseLor, Us embassy in warsaw. 

the roLe of digitization, CLoUd teChnoLogy and ai in bUiLding PoLand's seCUrity was

on the agenda of the first PaneL disCUssion. in PiCtUre: disCUssion moderator

JoLanta Jaworska, amCham board member (ibm); mateUsz oLeksy, head of saLes,

Visa; gen. karoL moLenda, ministry of defense; andreas maierhofer, Ceo, t-
mobiLe; marCin krasUski, Cee manager, googLe; krzysztof krawCzyk, Partner,
CVC Partners. 

tony hoUsh with the PartiCiPants of

the third PaneL disCUssion: disCUs-
sion moderator marek matraszek,
Chairman, CeC groUP; marCin fabi-
anowiCz, strategiC inVestments Cen-
ter direCtor at the PoLish

inVestment and trade agenCy

(Paih); dominika stęPińska-dUCh,
groUP VP and head of LegaL, sVP
and CorPorate affairs management,
member of the management board,
tVn warner bros. disCoVery;
marCin moCzyróg, generaL man-
ager Cee, Uber; Prof. andrzeJ zy-
bertowiCz, seCUrity PoLiCy adVisor

to the President of PoLand; Cezary

sowiński, CUstomer trUst manager

at amazon. 

SECURE POLAND AND SECURE BUSINESS

ENERGY SECURITY

CYBERSECURITY
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FACE TIME WITH THE US AMBASSADOR

Monthly Meeting in June

Over 200 AmCham members gath-
ered in June at the residence of the
US Ambassador to Poland Mark

Brzezinski for a special monthly meeting to
discuss Poland-US relations and cooperation
as well as the business climate and challenges
for American investors in Poland. 
Ambassador Brzezinski shared his views on
the role of US companies in shaping the Pol-
ish economy, providing growth, and creating
workplaces. He acknowledged the pivotal

role of AmCham Poland in building a multi-
dimensional and friendly environment for in-
vestors in Poland, and in strengthening the
ties between the Polish and the American
people.
The ambassador said that Poland is a safe
place to invest and to manufacture products.
Poland is also an engineering and technology
hub. He added that unity and cooperation
between the public and private sectors and
the business community is the key to suc-

cess. This must include adhering to common
values, ensuring a level playing field and a
firm commitment to democratic principles.
On the agenda of the Q&A session, moder-
ated by Tony Housh, AmCham Chairman,
were issues around investment opportunities
in Poland, Poland-US relations, support for
Ukraine, sustainable energy policies and
other challenges facing American business in
Poland in the current geopolitical situation.

AMERICAN INVESTORS SCRUTINIZED

US FDI

Having been active in Poland for over
30 years, the subsidiaries of US
companies continue to build their

businesses and have become important
growth engines for the Polish economy, is
the general conclusion stemming from a
report entitled "American Companies in
Poland. Capital for Development and Se-
curity", prepared jointly by AmCham
Poland and the SGH Warsaw School of
Economics, and presented in June at a
press conference with speakers including
Prof. Piotr Wachowiak, SGH Rector, Mark
Brzezinski, US Ambassador to Poland, and
Tony Housh, AmCham Chairman, and Dr.
Eliza Przeździecka, AmCham Chief Econo-
mist.

REINVESTMENTS
By the end of 2021, there were 1,576
companies with US capital in business in
Poland, a nearly 1 percent rise from 1,462
a year earlier. Most of the new US invest-
ment capital comes to Poland not through
new companies but reinvestments. In light
of the numbers from the Polish Investment
and Trade Agency PAIH, the bulk of new
projects handled by PAIH are reinvest-
ments including in such strategic branches
of the economy as energy, business services
and IT, medical devices and logistics. 
Nearly half of US reinvestment projects are
in manufacturing and production. . 

In 2021 alone, the aggregated value of all US
investment projects reached over USD 160
million, a significant rise compared to USD
24 million in 2018. 
By 2021, all US companies in Poland had in-

vested the total of USD 26 billion, and the
value of their assets in the country is esti-
mated at nearly USD 56 billion. 
In 2021, US companies supported nearly
330,000 jobs in Poland. The services sector,

including trade, topped the list. Most of
the jobs were in the central Mazowsze
region. 

FUTURE POTENTIAL
According to the authors of the report, the
process of energy transformation under-
way in Poland now has the highest poten-
tial to attract new US investments in the
years to come, including alternative energy
source technologies (hydrogen, nuclear),
energy storage and power grids. Also, the
need to replace vehicles with electric fleets
will be a major driver of investment by
both domestic and foreign companies.
US companies will keep investing in serv-
ices and manufacturing. 
The authors also noted that "additional fac-
tors stabilizing the investment activity of
companies should also include the public
support packages adopted for infrastruc-
ture development, with multi-year imple-
mentation periods. These factors make
the Polish market assessment positive as

an investment location and help investors re-
main optimistic about the future of foreign in-
vestment, including American investment in
Poland."

Number crunching: the report highlight
us investment in Poland along a number of
criteria, including assets, operating revenue,
investment and reinvestment projects, and
employment. 

AMCHAM EVENTS

AMCHAM REPORT

Poland-US relations have entered a new era

AmCham Poland and the SGH Warsaw School of Economic launch a joint 
report on US investment in Poland
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WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY

The Polish government recognizes Ukraine's business potential and 
undertakes investment projects supporting the economic recovery of 

Poland's eastern neighbor

In June, over 100 guests gathered at the
Sheraton Grand Warsaw for a meeting
with Jadwiga Emilewicz, Secretary of State,

Government Plenipotentiary for Polish-
Ukrainian Development Cooperation, held
by AmCham’s Rebuild Ukraine Working
Group. Introductory remarks were delivered
by Tony Housh, AmCham Chairman, and
Nataliya Chervona from AmCham Ukraine. 
In his opening remarks Tony Housh said that
the American business community is eager to

learn how the Polish administration, industry
and investors’ community will work with
Ukraine to help the war-torn country rebuild
its infrastructure and revitalize its economy
after the war with Russia is over. 
He said that “this is a generational opportu-
nity to help with the revitalization of a Euro-
pean country, to extend the sphere of peace,
stability and prosperity” by helping Ukraine
to take its rich natural supplies to global mar-
kets, and integrate the Ukrainian market with
that of the European Union especially in such
areas as technology and innovation. 
Housh also said that while it is equally impor-
tant that the peace is won as quickly as possi-
ble, it is essential not to wait until the war is
over but act now to help the Ukrainian econ-
omy. 
Jadwiga Emilewicz said that contrary to other
war-torn countries, which required a post-
war economic recovery process to start from
the scratch, Ukraine has its economy up and
running, although using only half of the po-
tential it had before the war. 
There are some 2,000 Polish companies
doing business with Ukraine at present. They
have the enormous advantage of understand-
ing the Ukrainian market and the experience
of how to work with Ukraine’s administration
and companies, which “cannot be underesti-
mated in the rebuilding and recovery
processes,” Minister Emilewicz said. 
Meanwhile, it transpires that there are com-
panies in Poland that have never done busi-
ness in Ukraine but are now eyeing this
market with interest. Accordingly, the Polish
government sees Ukraine as a country which
may become "a great partner" for even more
Polish businesses. This is why the Polish In-
vestment and Trade Agency (PAIH) decided
to open an office in Kiev (in early July) so it
may deliver assistance to Polish companies
doing business in Ukraine. 

INTEGRATING RAILROAD
The minister said that Poland is uniquely po-
sitioned to help Ukraine, not only because

the Polish people have done so much to help
Ukrainian war refugees and in the process
gotten to know them, but also because the
Poland-Ukraine border is "the longest border
Ukraine has with the Western World".  
Currently, most of the humanitarian aid for
Ukraine passes through Polish roads and rail-
roads, Emilewicz noted. When economic re-
covery programs for Ukraine become reality,
Poland will act as a logistics and transporta-
tion hub for them. This is why the first major
investment that the Polish government is
committed to make will go into modernizing
Ukraine’s road and railroad system with an
option to extend the European-sized gauge
railroad deep into Ukraine, thus integrating
its rail system with the European one. This
project is “of great interest for Poland and
Ukraine and we want to do it without waiting
for the war to end,” the speaker said. 
Minister Emilewicz said that Ukraine requires
financial support and investments, and creat-
ing a safe environment for it is one of the pri-
orities of the Polish government. To do this, it
plans to establish a number of mechanisms,
including, among others, KUKE, the state-run
provider of credit insurance, guarantees and
financing, as well as PAIH, and the National
Development Bank BGK. All of them will
participate in a shared public procurement
platform accessible by Polish companies in-
tending to invest in Ukraine. 
Minister Emilewicz said that the process of
pre-accession talks with the EU may start for
Ukraine by the end of this year. Poland has
had a great track record of pre-accession ne-
gotiations which rendered huge economic
benefits for our country. This is why Poland
would like to act as a “pre-accession consult-
ing service for Ukraine”. 
At the end of her address, Minister Emilewicz
said that while it is hoped that the war will be
over by the end of 2023 this may not come
true and therefore the best policy for busi-
ness is not to wait but to act now in this the
window of opportunity. 

AMCHAM REBUILD UKRAINE WORKING GROUP

MEET THE SPEAKER

In May, Jadwiga Emilewicz was appointed
the Government Plenipotentiary for Polish-

Ukrainian Development Cooperation and the
Secretary of State at the Ministry of Develop-
ment Funds and Regional Policy. Her tasks in-

clude supporting Polish –Ukrainian cooperation
on the governmental level and working with
associations, Chambers of Commerce, and

other organizations involved in 
Polish-Ukrainian development cooperation.
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SEEING THE SILVER LINING

AmCham and the European Economic
Congress in Katowice (EEC) have a
long history of cooperation, which

goes back almost to the EEC inception 15
years ago. Over the years, the AmCham
Diner, has become one of the congress's
landmarks—a meeting place for congress par-
ticipants and a point for the American busi-
ness community to engage in a dialogue with
stakeholders in the Polish economy. 
For the 15th annual session of EEC, which
took place on April 24-26, the main theme of
discussions that AmCham brought to the
table centered around the future of Poland-
US cooperation, which reached strategic lev-
els with the war in Ukraine. The
Polish-American partnership in energy secu-
rity, cyber security defense and economic
transformation including environmental, social
and corporate governance (ESG) was on the
agenda of a panel discussion involving repre-
sentatives of AmCham member companies.
Some of the themes also reverberated in in-
terviews held at the AmCham Diner live TV
studio by Jan Niedziałek from TVN24 BiŚ
with AmCham Diner guests—representatives
of AmCham member companies, business
leaders and government officials.

GROWING POTENTIAL
Tony Housh, AmCham Chairman, said in an
interview that US companies were optimistic
about the Polish market as they look long-
term beyond the next general election.
"Poland has a very ambitious plan of modern-
ization of its military force," Housh noted,
adding that there is production potential in
Poland for certain types of defense equip-
ment by both government-owned and pri-
vate companies, which the country should
use through the supply chain reshuffle related
to the war in Ukraine.
Housh also said that the steep economic
growth that Poland had experienced over re-
cent years compared to other EU states
places the country in a leadership position
within NATO member states in the region.

"Accepting this leadership position, Poland
may play an important part in the future secu-
rity system in Europe," Housh said. 
ESG was another topic strongly represented
by US investors at the congress. In a televised
conversation with Niedziałek, Anna
Grabowska, Chief Commercial Officer of the
Żabka Group, said that ESG is now part of in-
tegrated business strategy of every business
group—a long-term investment which cre-
ates value for the company. "It is a struggle
and a cost, but it pays off in the long-term,"
she said adding that "There is no way today
for companies to run business without ESG
because both clients and employees would
object. Consumers demand healthy products
that are good for the environment and soci-
ety, while employees want to work for com-
panies that deliver value for society and lets
them grow personally," she said. 
Andrea Riggio, GM, CEE Whirlpool Corpora-
tion, noted that ESG requires strong gover-
nance at the corporate level, starting from
the board of directors and executive commit-
tees through to individual teams. It also re-
quires a vision of what the company intends
to achieve. "Whirlpool's vision is to reach net-
zero emissions by 2030," Riggio said. "We al-
ready have zero waste to landfill in place
across all our factories."
The AmCham Diner also hosted a number of
exclusive events, including the AmCham &
JLL breakfast meeting to discuss the opportu-
nities for the Polish economy that stem from
the near-shoring of the global supply chains
and the challenges the process poses for in-
vestors in manufacturing and logistics. 
Representatives of AmCham Diner Partners
and Sponsors took part in the AmCham and
BAT Cocktail Party, held at the AmCham
Diner. Żabka was the Main Partner of the
AmCham Diner. Other Partners included
BAT, Citi Handlowy, Google, JLL
Poland, Philip Morris, TVN Warner Bros. Dis-
covery, Whirlpool, TVN24BiS. In-kind Spon-
sors were Brown Forman, Pepsico, Lays, and
Perła. 

DEBATING THE FUTURE
The EEC is one of the largest annual gather-
ings of representatives of business, politics,
central and local governments and NGOs in
Poland devoted to the economy and its place
and further integration with the EU single
market.  
The congress took place at a time when post-
pandemic economic stabilization had been in-
terrupted by the war in Ukraine. Many
discussions focused on the consequences of
the war on geopolitics. In addition to demon-
strating solidarity with Ukraine, panelists dis-
cussed the new challenges that arise in the
new circumstances, including the comprehen-
sive support provided to Ukraine by Poland
and other EU countries and the perspectives
of providing assistance to the reconstruction
of Ukraine post-war. 
In addition, the EEC covered key trends
changing the economy and defining its
prospects in this altered geopolitical and
macroeconomic environment. 
Discussions centered around the competitive-
ness and resilience of the European economy
and the transition of its energy sector—an
issue that had gained additional importance in
the context of Europe’s attempts to increase
its independence from fossil fuel imports from
Russia. Two major topics defined the trends
of two transitions: a green one, concentrated
on sustainable economy, and the digital trans-
formation, offering opportunities and posing
challenges at the same time.
According to Tony Housh, unlike the 2022
EEC, whose participants were full of uncer-
tainty about energy crisis and the impact the
war in Ukraine may have on the European
single market, the 2023 session showed an
increasing confidence in the European econ-
omy. "The fast reactions and changes to en-
ergy supply chains in Europe resulted in
increased optimism for the future", Housh
said.  
This year, the congress attracted over 11,000
guests who had 170 panel discussions to
choose from involving 1,200 speakers. 
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

For the first day of the congress AmCham
organized a panel discussion focusing on
the future of Poland-US relations. The

panel was a part of EEC discussion agenda
entitled “Geopolitics and Cooperation”. 
The panelists were Mateusz Bonca, CEO,
JLL; Erik Emilsson, Global Subsidiaries Group,
Poland Country Head at Citi Handlowy; Tony
Housh, AmCham Chairman; Jarosław Kroc,
Chairman, Accenture; and Michał Kucharczyk,
Managing Department Director at the Polish
Investment and Trade Agency PAIH. 
The moderator was Tomasz Smura, Member
of the Board of Casimir Pulaski Foundation, a
think-tank specializing in geopolitics. 

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
Opening the discussion, Tomasz Smura said a
few words about the current geopolitical situ-
ation, noting that it is dominated by the resur-
gence of competition between large nations
not just in their own parts of the world but
further out. The competition is multifaceted.
It goes across international organizations such
as the United Nations. Most significantly,
however, it is shaping up countries’ policies in
defense, energy and global food security,
technology and the economy. The main con-
tenders in this competition are the US and
China. 
Ever since Poland began political and eco-
nomic transition in 1989, the country, along
with other countries which broke out of the
Soviet Bloc, reached out to the US to help
them fulfill their national security needs. Natu-
rally, Poland and other countries were on the
weaker end of the relation. (Today, the US
economy is 60 times larger than the Polish
economy, while the US annual defense
budget exceeds that of Poland by 80 times.)
Yet, in time, they were admitted to NATO

and later, the EU. Yet, as the CEE region
began to grow its economy its importance in
the global investment map increased. In addi-
tion, with the start of the Russia-Ukraine war
in 2022, NATO’s eastern flank, of which
Poland along with a number of countries is a
part, gained in strategic significance. Poland is
the main delivery channel of the US and
Western aid to Ukraine and became a logis-
tics hub for Ukraine, including military and
non-military aid. Poland, the country with the
highest GDP growth in the EU in recent
years, is also Ukraine's important political ally
in the region. 
But the war in Ukraine is viewed by many ex-
perts as a proxy war that China is fighting
using Russia as another wedge against the
Western Democracies, which is why, along
with the Far East, CEE is becoming a key re-
gion in global politics.

DIFFICULT DILEMMAS
China, which for years has enjoyed the status
of the global economic powerhouse, is a nat-
ural trading partner for most countries around
the world, including the US and Poland. In
fact, as Eric Emilsson noted, despite the
geopolitical dynamics, trade data between the
US and China show that the combined value
of goods and services between the two coun-
tries actually has grown over the last few
years. 
Poland imports more goods from China than
from the US. However, Emilsson pointed out
the fact that Poland’s imports from the US
have accelerated more sharply than imports
from China in recent years. “China is a bigger
trading partner for Poland than the US but
trade with the US is accelerating faster than
with China,” Emilsson said. 
Global trade with China is an undisputed fact.

Yet, when it comes to the competition be-
tween the US and China, there are growing
dilemmas around trade in technology. Every
time a western company does technology
business with a company in China there is a
potential risk that the intellectual property in-
volved in the technology may end up with the
Chinese government and enable the Chinese
military to take advantage over that of West-
ern Democracies. 
According to AmCham’s Tony Housh, one
area of concern is around equipment for data
storage and transfers. “Our protection of
technology is a must,” he said, adding that
technology “provides our advantage in eco-
nomic and security competition"—and ulti-
mately sets the grounds for the geopolitical
leadership. "If we allow that intellectual prop-
erty to be stolen, appropriated and then per-
mitted to compete against us in an unfair way
then we lose both now and long-term,”
Housh said. 
Meanwhile, Jarosław Kroc noted, citing num-
bers from an Accenture report on global
trade, that while in 2022 global trade in
goods was growing slower and so were
cross-border transfers of foreign direct invest-
ment, there was a boom in data and technol-
ogy transfers, amounting to 3 percent of
global GDP and approximately 50 percent of
all global exports of services.

NECESSARY RESHUFFLE
The war in Ukraine has brutally revealed the
scope of Europe's reliance on Russian gas and
oil imports. Earlier, the Covid-19 pandemic
sounded alarm bells about Europe's depend-
ence on the production and manufacturing
potential of their suppliers in China. 
According to Accenture estimates, the 2021
damage in the Eurozone resulting from dis-

           

WHile Poland and tHe us Work side By side on tHe geoPolitical stage, 

neW Business oPPortunities oPen

Our protection of technology is a must. Technology provides our advantage in economic and 
security competition. If we allow that intellectual property to be stolen, appropriated and then 

permitted to compete against us in an unfair way then we lose both now and long-term.
Tony Housh, AmCham Chairman
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ruptions of the supply chains reached USD 12
billion or 0.9 percent of gross GDP of all EU
countries. "In 2020-23, depending on the
scenario, the Russia-Ukraine war may cause a
loss estimated from USD 242 billion to even
USD 920 billion or 7 percent of EU's GDP,"
Kroc said.
He noted that 52 percent of materials that
manufacturers in the EU use to produce their
goods comes from China. This is why, ac-
cording to an Accenture polling, 86 percent
of company executives in Europe plan funda-
mental changes of their supply chains. "In the
past outsourcing was about cost optimization.
It was simply cheaper to source things from
far away, despite the shipping costs," Kroc
said. 
Today, he noted, everybody is talking about
the optimization of their supply chains for re-
silience by shortening them and diversifying
contractors closer to home. "It is clear to see
this is the future for European companies,"
Kroc said, adding that according to the Na-
tional Chamber of the Economy KIG, 68 per-
cent of companies in Poland expect a
significant reinforcement of industrial produc-
tion in Central Europe by 2030. 
This will have positive impact on Poland's na-
tional security and national economic security,
Housh noted. "Getting our technology and
supply chains under control is a critical chal-
lenge for our economies for the next few
years," he said. 
Housh said the exposure of the European
and American economies on external factors
that lie beyond control call for the widening
and deepening “our industrial production
base both in the US and Europe.”
The process requires investment and time
but it seems it is inevitable. “There are too
many bottlenecks in our supply chains in the
US and Europe,” Housh said. 
Yet it may be easier said than done. JLL's Ma-
teusz Bonca said that a decision to change
supply chains is difficult for many companies
whose boards of directors are under pressure
to show return on investment. With this, they
tend to continue using suppliers they have in-
vested in in the Far East despite the geopoliti-
cal risks involved. "We see that companies do
not want to shorten their supply chains be-
cause it costs money," Bonca said.

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
In 2020, Poland attracted investment projects
worth 3,75 billion Euro. A significant part of it
was delivered by US investors who have
USD 65 billion in assets in Poland and their
value is growing year-on-year. Poland's sector
of shared services centers employs 430,000
people who work in nearly 1,200 centers, in-
cluding 340 owned by US companies, which
employ over 130,000 people.
US companies have also strong presence in
Poland in production and manufacturing, in-

cluding in the defense sector. Black Hawk hel-
icopters are produced by Lockheed Martin in
a factory in Mielec, while Pratt & Witney em-
ploys thousands of people in Poland on both
military and civilian technologies and compo-
nents. In a recent development, a service
center for US F16 jet fighters opened in Byd-
goszcz, northern Poland. It may become a re-
gional service hub for F16s in Europe.
"There is a tremendous opportunity for wider
and deeper cooperation in the defense indus-
try between Polish companies and US com-
panies," Housh said, adding that it is an
opportunity to involve more Polish compa-
nies that are outside of the traditional defense
space to produce components and elements.
"There is a lot of technology and capability in
the private sector in Poland that can help
meet some of those needs," he said. He
noted that a Polish company WB Electronics,
developed systems now used by "thousands
of US Army vehicles, tanks and armored per-
sonnel carriers," explaining that while the sys-
tem is licensed to US companies and has an
American sticker on it, "it is actually a Polish
technology".
According to Emilsson, other areas of interest
in Poland for US investors include the so-
called green transformation—the transition of
the Polish energy sector away from coal.
"There will be new energy sources created in
Poland and they will be a starting point for
urban development," JLL's Bonca said. 
Infrastructure is another area. "There are in-
vestors from the US interested in such long-
term investment projects in IT infrastructure
and also office space, which will be required
for the new investors," he said. 
Bonca noted that another area with growth
potential is modern logistics which will sup-
port the growth of the Polish domestic mar-
ket, which is relatively big among EU
countries. 
In turn, Michał Kucharczyk noted that Poland
has an advanced electro mobility production
center which is attractive for foreign investors.
"Poland is the second largest producer of car
batteries globally," he said. "In value, lithium-
ion batteries comprise nearly 2.5 percent of
Poland's overall exports."
According to Housh, Poland is a good place
for investors which use advanced production
technology. "Poland produces for the entire
world. It can produce advanced technology
too," he said, adding that in US-Poland bilat-
eral trade, there is more IT services sold from
Poland into the US than the other way round.

FIXING LOOPHOLES
As the modern economy is increasingly de-
pendent on data flows and IT systems, it re-
quires appropriate protection against hacking.
Recognizing this need, the private sector has
introduced training programs in cybersecurity
competences in 120 shared services centers,

according to trade organization Association of
Business Service Leaders ABSL. 
However, Bonca noted that according to the
ITO Global Cybersecurity Index 2020,
Poland's weakness is the lack of proper assets
and coordination allocated domestically into
cybersecurity. "What Poland needs is a central
state agency responsible for cybersecurity,"
Bonca said. "There are such agencies in Ger-
many, the US, Italy and other countries," he
said. 
Such an agency is critically important because
in order not to become a technological back
office, the private sector in Poland needs to
have adequate cybersecurity levels to keep
developing new technology.

STRENGTHENING TRANSATLANTIC
PARTNERSHIP
Summarizing the impact of US investment in
Poland, Michał Kucharczyk said that the US is
the second largest source of foreign direct in-
vestment in Poland, following Germany.
Nearly half of all US investments are industry,
with automotive and aerospace being at the
top of the list. 
Both countries have developed strategic links
in energy security. Following the diversifica-
tion of Poland's energy sources, the US has
become one of the main partners supplying
LNG. In turn, Westinghouse has been chosen
as technology partner for the first nuclear
power plant in Poland—a project with an es-
timated budget USD 25 billion. 
There is room for more US investment in the
energy sector including in developing renew-
able energy sources, wind farms and hydro-
gen production and storage capabilities. 
Naturally, with the tightening of strategic co-
operation came an increase in diplomatic re-
lations and people contacts in a range of
areas. "There has been a growth in the num-
bers of meetings between Poland and US
government delegations, in defense, science,
politics and economy," Kucharczyk said.
He said that Poland and the US have signed a
bilateral agreement on cybersecurity which
"sets ground rules for both countries to carry
on defense operations in cyberspace including
exchange of information on threats, joint
practices, education and cyber defense". 
Kucharczyk said that at present cooperation
between Poland and the US is key for the se-
curity of NATO's eastern flank. It is marked by
such developments as transforming the Area
Support Group Poland (ASG-P) into the US
Army Garrison Poland—the first permanent
US Army garrison in Poland and the eighth
such in the EU. 
These mutually beneficial Poland-US relations
have led the Polish government to decide that
the next Polish presidency of the European
Union will be devoted to strengthening
transatlantic relations—something Poland has
been a sturdy proponent of for decades.
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AmCham Diner Partners

Main Partner

Supporting Partners

In-Kind Sponsors

AmCham expresses warm gratitude to all AmCham Diner
Partners for their support, without which the even would

not have been the success it was!
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the amCham diner at the eUroPean eConomiC

Congress in katowiCe, heLd on aPriL 24-26,
2023, serVed as a PLatform faCiLitating dia-
LogUe and an exChange of ideas between rePre-
sentatiVes of ameriCan bUsiness in PoLand,
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LoCaL and CentraL goVernment offiCiaLs, ngos and other stakehoLders in

the PoLish eConomy. it faCiLitated the ongoing effort of the ameriCan bUsi-
ness CommUnity in PoLand to engage in a stakehoLder diaLogUe on a range

of issUes that are PiVotaL for heLPing the PoLish eConomy beCome high-teCh

and ComPetitiVe as weLL as green and sUstainabLe. in PiCtUres: 1. PoLand's
Prime minister mateUsz morawieCki. 2. tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman;
Paweł PonCyLJUsz, mP. 3. tony hoUsh; marzena dreLa, amCham oPera-
tions direCtor; Paweł PonCyLJUsz; henryk orfinger, President of dr. irena

eris; mateUsz JUrCzyk, amCham kraków & katowiCe direCtor. 4. miChał

wóJCik, goVernment minister withoUt PortfoLio; marzena dreLa. 5.
marzena dreLa; krzysztof kwiatkowski, senator. 6. marta PawLak, am-
Cham LegaL & PoLiCy direCtor; marzena dreLa; tony hoUsh; katarzyna

włodarCzyk, h&Ps manager, aCCentUre PoLand; woJCeCh kozysa, h&Ps
direCtor, aCCentUre PoLand; Jarosław kroC, President of the board of di-
reCtors, aCCentUre PoLand; Jeffrey CoLborn, managing direCtor, energy

and UtiLities, aCCentUre. 7. tony hoUsh; andrea riggio, whirLPooL;
marzena dreLa; zygmUnt łoPaLewski, whirLPooL. 8. dominika bettman,
generaL direCtor, miCrosoft, JoLanta Jaworska, amCham board member

(ibm); małgorzata bonikowska, internationaL reLations Center. 9. ewa

mikos, bUsiness deVeLoPment manager, siemens; marzena dreLa. 10.
marta PawLak; barosz kUrek, manager PUbLiC affairs, Pmi. 11. marzena

dreLa; JULian krzyżanowski, CorPorate affairs manager, PePsiCo. 12.
krzysztof szUbert, ViCe President, Pko tfi; tony hoUsh. 13. mariUsz

wawer, head of goVernment reLations, 3m; marta PawLak; Jerzy

boChyński, Chair, eastern stUdies institUte foUndation. 14. mateUsz

bonCa, Ceo, JLL; mateUsz JUrCzyk. 15. tomasz rUszkowski, board mem-
ber, PtwP; JUstyna sekUła, amCham. 16. mariUsz PaszkieL, sheraton

grand warsaw; anita kowaLska, amCham; miChał ChodeCki, Panattoni.
17. woJCieCh kUśPik, President, PtwP; marzena dreLa. 
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THE BAT COCKTAIL RECEPTION

rePresentatiVes of amCham diner Partners and sPonsors took Part in the am-
Cham and bat CoCktaiL Party, heLd at the amCham diner. żabka was the main

Partner of the amCham diner. other Partners inCLUded bat, Citi handLowy,
googLe, JLL PoLand, PhiLiP morris, tVn warner bros. disCoVery,
whirLPooL, tVn24bis. in-kind sPonsors were brown forman, PePsiCo, Lays,
and Perła. in PiCtUres: 1. marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor; tony

hoUsh, amCham Chairman; marek żółtowski, senior engagement manager,
bat. 2. dariUsz szymCzyCh, ViCe President of the PoLish-Ukrainian Chamber of

CommerCe; JaCek PieChota, President of the PoLish-Ukrainian Chamber of Com-
merCe; marzena dreLa. 3. dorota dabrowski-wintersCheid, senior direCtor,
CeC groUP; sabina kLimek, exeCUtiVe ViCe President, the PoLish-ameriCan Cham-
ber of CommerCe north-east; tony hoUsh; marzena dreLa. 4. tony hoUsh; ra-
dosław kaskiewiCz, amCham board member (3m); mariUsz wawer, 3m. 5.
JUstyna sekUła, amCham; ewa kołodzieJ, mP. 6. aLeksandra koseLa, bat;
marzena dreLa; marek żółtowski; tony hoUsh. 7. the eVent in Progress. 8. the

amCham diner was the VenUe of the bat CoCktaiL reCePtion. 
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AMCHAM MEDIA CORNER

AMCHAM DISCUSSION PANEL

AMCHAM/JLL BREAKFAST

1

1

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5

the amCham diner hosted a LiVe stUdio by tVn 24 biś, whose JoUrnaList Jan niedzi-
ałek CondUCted interViews with Ceos of PoLand's innoVatiVe firms, inCLUding rePre-
sentatiVes of amCham member ComPanies, and goVernment offiCiaLs. they taLked

aboUt a range of issUes inCLUding PoLand-Us eConomiC reLations, the inVestment CLi-

mate in PoLand and geoPoLitiCs. in PiCtUres: 1. Jerzy bUzek, Chair of the eUroPean

Commission's Committee on indUstry, researCh and energy. 2. anna grabowska,
Chief CommerCiaL offiCer, żabka. 3. mateUsz bonCa, Ceo, JLL. 4.  marzena dreLa,
amCham oPerations direCtor. 5. andrea riggio, gm, Cee whirLPooL. 

the different ways in whiCh PoLand and the Us Can work together were on the

agenda of a disCUssion PaneL foCUsing on the ProsPeCts for CooPeration between

the two CoUntries in bUiLding strategiC PartnershiPs in energy seCUrity, Cyberse-
CUrity, Labor seCUrity, defense and eConomiC transformation. the PaneLists were

mateUsz bonCa, Ceo, JLL; erik emiLsson, head of gLobaL network banking

PoLand, Citi handLowy; tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman; Jarosław kroC,

CoUntry managing direCtor, aCCentUre; and miChał kUCharCzyk, direCtor,
management board dePartment of the PoLish inVestment and trade agenCy

Paih. tomasz smUrna, member of the board of direCtors, the PULaski foUnda-
tion, moderated the disCUssion. in PiCtUres: 1. the disCUssion in Progress. 2.
mateUsz bonCa. 3. erik emiLsson. 4. tony hoUsh. 5. Jarosław kroC. 6. miChał

kUCharCzyk. 

the amCham & JLL breakfast was one of two exCLUsiVe eVents heLd at the am-
Cham diner dUring the forUm. the PartiCiPants disCUssed the oPPortUnities for

the PoLish eConomy that stem from the ProCess of nearshoring gLobaL sUPPLy

Chains, and Looked at the ChaLLenges the ProCess Poses for inVestors in manU-
faCtUring and LogistiCs. in PiCtUre: antoni maLeC, JLL; zygmUnt łoPaLewski,
senior manager, CommUniCations and goVernment reLations, whirLPooL PoL-
ska; erJon krUJa, ConsUL for PoLitiCaL and eConomiC affairs at Us ConsULate

generaL in kraków; Piotr wetmański, JLL; andrea riggio, gm, Cee whirLPooL;
marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor; mariUsz wawer, head of goV-
ernment reLations & eCg at 3m east eUroPe region; tony hoUsh, amCham

Chairman; radosław kaskiewiCz, amCham board member (3m); marta PawLak,
amCham LegaL & PUbLiC PoLiCy direCtor; dominik JanUszewski, JLL. marta

wroChna, member of the board of direCtors, żabka; JakUb freJLiCh, JLL; artUr

maJsterek, a&a hoLding.
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MAKING IMPACT AT IMPACT'23

This year marks the second consecutive year
when AmCham Diner was present at Im-
pact, the annual international conference

held in Poznań, focusing on how modern business
impacts society. 
The 2023 edition drew nearly 5,000 participants,
including over 600 speakers, who, on May 10-11,
filled the Poznań Congress Center to discuss "new
ecosystems" created by business, science, technol-
ogy and geopolitics. The opening session was dedi-
cated to climate change and the optimism of young
generations to tackle it, delivered by Sophia Kianni,
a US-based climate activist and Executive Director
of Climate Cardinals, a not-for-profit organization
educating on climate in 100 languages.  
AmCham Chairman Tony Housh moderated a
panel discussion entitled “Public-Private Partnership
in National Security Strategy” with speakers Mark
Boris Andrijanić, Vice President for International
Markets at kumo.ai; Marcin Oleander, Public Policy
and Government Relations Manager for Central
and Eastern Europe at Google, Janusz Cieszyński,
Minister of Digitization; and Wojciech Pawlak, GM
of Poland’s internet administrator NASK. 
Throughout the conference, the AmCham Diner
served as a place for multi-stakeholder dialogue and
exchange of ideas and experience. Among its guests
were Health Minister Adam Niedzielski, Minister of
Digitization Janusz Cieszyński, Chairman of the
Board of the Polish Development Fund Paweł
Borys, Chairman of the Warsaw Stock Exchange
Marek Dietl, Poznań Mayor Jacek Jaśkowiak, and
US Ambassador to Poland Mark Brzezinski. 
AmCham Diner also hosted a TVN24 and TVN24
BiS live studio for interviews with representatives of
business and government.
The diner was popular with conference participants
many of whom visited it to enjoy its special "Ameri-
cana" atmosphere and interface with other partici-
pants over food and drink. 

CHALLENGES AHEAD
The discussion topics that American companies
brought to the table included challenges and oppor-
tunities ahead for the economy, investment, energy
transformation, support for Ukraine, and the appli-
cation of new technology including artificial intelli-
gence (AI). 
In a conversation with TVN24 journalist Jan Niedzi-
ałek, Google's President for Business & Operations
in EMEA Matt Brittin said that engineers from
Poland and other countries in Central and Eastern
Europe who have amazing talent and creativity
"have a big part to play in harnessing AI". 
Brittin referred to AI as "a transformative technol-
ogy" which so far has helped to achieve enormous
breakthroughs in many areas including screening for
breast cancer, modeling proteins "that can lead to
faster drug discovery", fighting the climate crisis, and
Google translation services "which helps people un-
derstand the world". 
He noted that there are concerns about potential

risks that may be involved with AI. "We should
make sure that we are not so risk averse that we
do not innovate anymore and miss huge benefits
to come," he said, explaining that AI should be
approached in a balanced way while those of its
aspects that may be misused need to be regu-
lated. "AI is a new type of technology and what is
new about it is that it is capable of learning. We
should be careful in the ways how we apply it,"
he said. 
In his view, AI development "is a team activity"
and many stakeholders should be involved in it in-
cluding "ethicists, governments, communities and
technologists" to harness the technology for
good. It is too big a technology for businesses to
just let it go. However, with the right approach to
AI "it will help us to be more productive, safer,
healthier, and with perspectives for a sustainable
future for the planet," Brittin said. 

OUTLOOK FULL OF HOPE
A positive view on how AI and other new tech-
nology can be applied in business was presented
by Adam Mańkowski, Vice President, Żabka, a
chain of convenience franchise stores; and Marta
Wrochna-Łastowska, Member of the Manage-
ment Board of the Żabka Group, responsible for
developing financial strategy. 
Mańkowski said that since its inception 25 years
ago, Żabka has managed to open 10,000 stores
in Poland. Last year it opened 1,000 stores. It was
possible, because six years ago Żabka had been
through a major technological transformation,
which utilized AI, machine learning and big data
analysis. With this, the company was able to fol-
low market trends and put out a more attractive
offer to customers. 
At the same time, technology let Żabka do big
data analytics in deciding where to open new
stores ahead of market trends in given geographic
areas. Thanks to it, the failure rate for new stores
has become minuscule and almost every new
Żabka is a success story.
“The beauty of AI is that it learns constantly and
continues to be accurate in its predictions despite
the progress in the market,” Mańkowski said,
adding that AI can “predict” the value of the an-
nual turnover of a planned location, and practice
shows that the accuracy of AI predictions is 99
percent. With this, Żabka is optimistic it can open
1,000 new stores this year. 
Marta Wrochna-Łastowska said that Żabka was
fortunate to start its digital transformation in 2017
and by now it has learned how to use AI and big
data analytics and modeling. Żabka's most recent
technology addition is an internal Chat GPT (Chat
Generative Pre-trained Transformer, which is a
large language model-based chatbot). It assists
Żabka personnel in their daily tasks as an aid tool
for humans that they can use if they feel it helps
them in fulfilling some dull and error-prone tasks,
but it is not meant to replace humans.  

WAR AND PROSPERITY
Despite the war in Ukraine, Poland continues to be
a safe place for foreign investors, said another Am-
Cham Diner guest, Paweł Borys. He noted that in
2022, the inflow of FDI to Poland grew by 5 per-
cent year-on-year, as multinational companies
began to shorten their supply chains by relocating
them from the Far East closer to destination mar-
kets, including Poland. "With the complex geopoliti-
cal situation, security of supply is key. Poland is
perceived as a secure location and a competitive
market," Borys said.
Another AmCham Diner guest, WSE's Marek Dietl,
pointed out that the relatively high inflation, which
had come as war-related high energy prices, was
good for many companies in Poland, which earlier,
when inflation was low, could not raise product
prices while at the same time they had to raise
workers' salaries, which cut their profit margins.
Another AmCham Diner guest, Szymon Andrzej
Szynkowski vel Sęk, Secretary of State at the Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs, said that the Polish govern-
ment is positive that when the war ends Ukraine
will be on the right path to become an EU member
state. "Poland supports Ukraine's bid for EU mem-
bership and is interested in helping Polish compa-
nies participate in rebuilding the Ukrainian
economy," he said. 

GREEN TRANSFORMATION
Talking to TVN24, AmCham Chairman Tony
Housh said that there are business opportunities
and space for Poland-US cooperation in many key
economic areas, including green transformation of
the Polish economy and the energy sector "beyond
nuclear energy". 
Interviewed at AmCham Diner Media Corner, Ra-
dosław Kaskiewicz, Chairman and Managing Direc-
tor of 3M in Poland, noted that green economy
was one of the main important topics of the confer-
ence. 
The change to green is inevitable because it is fu-
eled by consumers who seek out products with
limited climate footprint, and even those that help
tackle climate change in positive ways. To meet
such client expectations, 3M in Poland has been
using renewable energy sources for two years now
and is investing in new photovoltaic energy sources
in its Wroclaw facilities to improve the energy mix
that the company has, Kaskiewicz said. 
Using clean energy sources is key for industry as its
reliance on electric power is increasing. Companies
invest in digitization procedures and efficiency, In-
dustry 4.0 solutions, robotization and other long-
term cost optimizations. According to Kaskiewicz it
is a good trend in the Polish economy because
"Poland does not want to be a simple assembly-line
country but use advanced technology not only in in-
formation but also in other areas including manufac-
turing and production."

AMCHAM DINER IMPACT ‘23
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AmCham expresses its warm gratitude to
all AmCham Diner Partners for their 

support, without which the even would
not have been the success it was!

The Diner was an impressive venue to

meet and network, share experience and

ideas,  and enjoy the great 

American atmosphere
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AMCHAM DINER IMPACT ‘23

the amCham diner serVed as a PLaCe for mULti-stakehoLder diaLogUe and ex-
Change of ideas and exPerienCe. among the gUests were goVernment ministers,
LoCaL and CentraL goVernment rePresentatiVes, bUsiness Leaders and Ceos of

amCham member ComPanies. in PiCtUres: 1. agnieszka Jankowska, amCham

board member (t-mobiLe); JanUsz Cieszyński, minister of digitization; tony

hoUsh, amCham Chairman; marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor. 2.
marta PawLak, amCham LegaL & PUbLiC PoLiCy direCtor; Paweł Lewandowski,
Under seCretary of state at the ministry of digitization; agnieszka Jankowska;
tony hoUsh; marzena dreLa. 3. marta PawLak; kasia kieLi, President and

managing direCtor, tVn warner bros. disCoVery PoLand; katarzyna issat,
senior CorPorate CommUniCations direCtor tVn warner bros. disCoVery

PoLand. 4. tony hoUsh; krzysztof krawCzyk, Partner, head of the warsaw of-
fiCe at CVC CaPitaL Partners. 5. Paweł borys, Chairman, PoLish deVeLoPment

fUnd; marzena dreLa. 6. woJCieCh niewierko, Pmi; marzena dreLa. 7. marek

dietL, Chairman, the warsaw stoCk exChange; tony hoUsh. 8. tony hoUsh;
marzena dreLa; JaCek Jaśkowiak, Poznań mayor. 9. marzena dreLa; szymon

andrzeJ szynkowski VeL sęk, seCretary of state, the ministry of foreign af-
fairs. 10. wiesław gorzeLak, gm PoLand, deLL; marzena dreLa; marta

PawLak; tony hoUsh; radosław kaskiewiCz, amCham board member (3m). 11.
wiesław gorzeLak; tony hoUsh. 12. anita kowaLska, amCham; marzena

dreLa; małgorzata stanowska, Uber; marta PawLak; anna korenCka, CLean

PoLand Program assoCiation (Czysta PoLska). 13.anita kowaLska; małgorzata

stanowska; marta PawLak; marzena dreLa; agnieszka Jankowska; JoLanta Ja-
worska, amCham board member (ibm). 14. andrzeJ wiLk, ViCe President of

the management board, Citi handLowy; miChał kirstein, senior ViCe President,
head of digitaL saLes and marketing, Citi handLowy; marzena dreLa. 15.
marzena dreLa; mariUsz wawer, 3m; tony hoUsh; radosław kaskiewiCz. 16.
Jagoda zakrzewska, googLe; marzena dreLa. 
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A PROMINENT GATHERING
imPaCt' 23 was attended by toP managers from the Largest gLobaL ComPanies,
PoLiCymakers, regULators, oUtstanding sCientists, as weLL as worLd-CLass ex-
Perts. oVer 600 of them disCUssed the most PiVotaL issUes for bUsiness and the

eConomy today, and shared their Views on and exPertise in oVer 20 thematiC

areas. sPeCiaL sPeakers were the worLd-renown aCtress nataLie Portman, the

bestseLLing aUthor nassim niChoLas taLeb, and adam tooze, a CoLUmbia UniVer-
sity Professor and the aUthor of the aCCLaimed book Crashed.

11 12
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AMCHAM DINER IMPACT ‘23

THE US AMBASSADOR AT AMCHAM DINER
the Leading figUre reinforCing PoLand-Us strategiC PartnershiP, Us ambassador

to PoLand mark brzezinski, Joined amCham diner at imPaCt'23 to meet with the

diner PartiCiPants and disCUss PoLand-Us reLations. in PiCtUres: 1. marzena

dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor; tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman; adam

niedzieLski, minister of heaLth; marta PawLak, amCham LegaL & PUbLiC PoLiCy

direCtor; mark brzezinski. 2. marzena dreLa; tony hoUsh; mark brzezinski;
agnieszka Jankowska, amCham board member (t-mobiLe); marta PawLak. 

THE DISCUSSION PANEL
amCham Chairman tony hoUsh moderated a disCUssion PaneL entitLed “PUbLiC–
PriVate PartnershiPs in nationaL CyberseCUrity strategies”. the PaneLists were

mark boris andriJanič, ViCe President for internationaL markets at kUmo.ai;
marCin oLender, PUbLiC PoLiCy and goVernment reLations manager for CentraL

and eastern eUroPe at googLe; JanUsz Cieszyński, minister of digitization, and

woJCieCh PawLak, generaL direCtor of PoLand's internet administrator nask.
in PiCtUres: tony hoUsh; mark boris andriJanič; marCin oLender; woJCieCh

PawLak; JanUsz Cieszyński.

1

2 3
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THE AMCHAM DINER LIVE TV STUDIO

amCham Partner tVn24, tVn24bis faCiLitated the ongoing stake-
hoLder diaLogUe at the amCham diner with tVn JoUrnaList Jan

niedziałek interViewing throUghoUt the ConferenCe amCham diner

gUests, inCLUding Ceos of amCham member ComPanies, bUsiness Lead-
ers and LoCaL and CentraL goVernment PoLitiCians. in PiCtUres: 
1. JanUsz Cieszyński, minister of digitization. 2. adam niedzieLski,
minister of heaLth.  3. szymon andrzeJ szynkowski VeL sęk, seCretary

of state, the ministry of foreign affairs. 4. matt brittin, President

for the emea, googLe. 5. JaCek Jaśkowiak, Poznań mayor. 6.Paweł

borys, Chairman, PoLish deVeLoPment fUnd. 7. tony hoUsh, amCham

Chairman. 8. radosław kaskiewiCz, amCham board member (3m). 9.
marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor; Jan niedziałek. 

1

3

7 8 9
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2

A VIBRANT MEETING PLACE
the amCham diner was a PoPULar meeting PLaCe dUring the imPaCt ConferenCe

with free Coffee and Chew ProVided by diner Partner żabka groUP. other Part-
ners were 3m, bat, Citi handLowy, googLe, Uber. sPonsors in-kind were PeP-
siCo and Perła. 
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HANDS 
ACROSS THE OCEAN

collaBoration BetWeen Poland and tHe us is of strategic iMPortance 

for BotH countries

In June, AmCham met with Secretary of
State Paweł Szrot, Chief of the President’s
Office, who substituted for President An-

drzej Duda. The president could not attend
as he was scheduled for urgent consultations
of the B9 security summit, according to the
Presidential Chancellery. Present at the meet-
ing were also Mark Brzezinski, US Ambassa-
dor to Poland, and Tony Housh, AmCham
Chairman. 

RELIABLE PARTNER
In his presentation, Minister Szrot read a let-
ter from President Duda to AmCham Poland.
In the letter, Poland’s President said that
Poland and the US have had a long history of
economic partnership including trade and in-
vestment. On this foundation we are building
ambitious plans for even deeper cooperation
in the coming years and decades. 
The war in Ukraine confirms that Poland is
key to the Euro-Atlantic alliance and it is in
the interest of the US to continue its eco-
nomic and political investments in Europe
and particularly in Poland—an important flank
of NATO. 
Poland supports US activities aimed at sup-
porting NATO and delivering the necessary
aid to Ukraine.  
Poland has championed energy diversification
in Europe. This strategic challenge has been

supported by the US—Poland is the largest
recipient of LNG from the US in the EU.
Poland and the US have also signed an inter-
governmental agreement on the develop-
ment of nuclear energy in Poland. The
construction of nuclear reactors based on
American technology will be an important as-
pect of Poland’s energy transition, boosting
Poland’s energy security and the competitive-
ness of the economy. 
Minister Szrot underlined that while Polish-
US relations have reached unprecedented in-
tensity, the potential to deepen it remains
vast. Minister Szrot said “Our main goal is the
further intensification of Polish-American co-
operation in terms of trade, investment, the
power industry, research, and development.”

DEMOCRATIC VALUES
Ambassador Brzezinski said that the war in
Ukraine is a transformational moment for the
world as over 50 countries worldwide have
made an alliance to aid Ukraine’s defense and
humanitarian efforts. In this alliance, Poland
plays a pivotal role, which has been under-
lined by two visits that President Biden made
to Poland to thank the Polish people for the
aid they rendered to Ukrainian refugees in
Poland, and to affirm that the NATO alliance
is strong. 
The ambassador said that Poland’s defense

modernization program and its investments
in US-made equipment are an important part
of the country’s NATO commitments to de-
fense expenditures. “This, coupled with the
presence of US troops in Poland sends a
clear message that NATO’s eastern flank is
secure,” Ambassador Brzezinski said. 
He noted that as the Western community
continues to support Ukraine for as long as it
takes, American businesses have to start
planning for their participation in the massive
economic reconstruction of Ukraine—the
largest such economic recovery program
since the Marshall Plan after WW2. 
The ambassador said that Poland must play
“a massive leadership role in the process of
rebuilding the Ukrainian economy” because
“Poland’s economic success in the last 20
years serves as a poignant example of what is
possible for Ukraine in Central and Eastern
Europe, if we get this right.”
The ambassador also noted that successful
cooperation between Poland and the US
must include “a shared embrace of values
and democratic practice” including in ensur-
ing that there is a level playing-field in the
context in which any transfer of power is
peaceful, orderly and respectful of the will of
the people.

AMCHAM Meeting with Polish President's Representative Paweł Szrot

in JUne, amCham met with seCretary of state Paweł szrot, Chief of the Presi-
dent’s offiCe, who reLayed Comments from President andrzeJ dUda on the PoLish-
Us reLations. the Us goVernment Point of View was Presented by mark brzezinski,
Us ambassador to PoLand. tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman, deLiVered the oPen-
ing sPeeCh of the meeting. the VenUe was the westin warsaw hoteL.
In PICtureS: 1. Paweł szrot, Chief of the ChanCeLLery of the PoLish President.  2.
mark brzezinski, Us ambassador to PoLand. 3. tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman.
4. zdzisław sokaL, member of PoLish President's adVisory CoUnCiL; tony hoUsh,
Paweł szrot. 5. zdzisław sokaL; marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor;

Paweł szrot, marta PawLak, amCham LegaL and PUbLiC PoLiCy direCtor. 6. dr.
barbara stePnowska, amCham gdańsk direCtor;  marta PawLak, marzena dreLa,
marek szydłowski,  integer.PL s.a./inPost. 7. Prior to the main meeting, Paweł

szrok taLks to the amCham board of direCtors. 8. tony CLarey, eUViC; James

LindLey Us embassy. 9. monika CiesieLska-mróz, amCham wroCław direCtor (Pm
groUP); dr. barbara stePnowska; monika słomka, Pm groUP. 10. anita kowaL-
ska, amCham PoLand; mateUsz JUrCzyk, amCham kraków & katowiCe direCtor;
anna saPota, tomra. 11. the meeting in Progress. 
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AMCHAM 4TH OF JULY CELEBRATION

CELEBRATING AMERICA'S 
INDEPENDENCE 

In July, AmCham Poland honored the 247th

anniversary of American independence with
over 700 AmCham members and friends—in-
cluding Polish and US government representa-
tives and MPs—who came together to  the
Royal Castle Gardens in Warsaw. 
The motto of the event, "Stronger Together"
reflected the spirit of unity and shared values
represented by Poland and the US. 
The official part of the event, hosted by
Marzena Drela, AmCham Operations Direc-
tor and Mateusz Walczak, TVN24,  included
live performance of Polish and American na-
tional anthems by the Warsaw University
Choir, the Presentation of the Colors by the
US Marine Corps, and the address to the
gathering by US Ambassador to Poland Mark
Brzezinski.

HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE
The ambassador said Poland and the US have
been linked in the struggle for freedom and
the search for opportunity for well over two
centuries. 
He referred to the venue—the Royal Castle
Gardens—and the adjutant Warsaw Old
Town—as of historic significance for the Polish
people. The district was leveled to the ground
during WW2 and then rebuilt after the war in
an effort with nationwide support. "Whenever
I have Americans come to visit me here in
Poland, this Old Town and the Royal Castle is
the first place I take them to," the ambassador
said, adding that "it is a great way to begin to
understand Poland because this signifies the
enduring Polish spirit". 
He said that while on July 4 Americans cele-
brate freedom, liberty, and independence,
they are aware of the fact that the US is "a
work in progress". "Liberty, freedom and inde-
pendence is something we have to continue
to fight for", the ambassador said, adding that
this attitude is "something we share with our
friends here in Poland". 
Ambassador Brzezinski said that it is exempli-
fied by the two countries' reaction to the Russ-
ian invasion of Ukraine. He quoted US
President Joe Biden, who, when visiting War-
saw earlier this year, said that "Poland and the

US are stronger together" because "there is
strength in the unity of purpose". 
The ambassador said that Poland and the US
are united in their determination to stand with
Ukraine "as long as it takes", and added that it
includes being by Ukraine's side as the country
recovers from the Russian aggression."
Citing US Secretary of State Anthony Blinken,
Ambassador Brzezinski said that the recovery
is "about laying the foundations for Ukraine "to
thrive as a secure and independent country
fully integrated into Europe".
"Every investment that we make into Ukraine's
recovery, both now and in the long term, gets
us closer to that," the speaker said noting, that
so far the US has contributed over USD 20
billion in assistance for Ukraine, and USD 1.3
billion to help Ukraine recover. He noted that
Poland has been also generous in helping
Ukrainian refugees in Poland, and providing
additional aid and assistance to Ukraine. 
The private sector has a pivotal role to play in
Ukraine's economic recovery, the ambassador
indicated. "Only the private sector can mobi-
lize the level of investment needed to meet
Ukraine's needs. American companies in
Poland will play a massive role in the rebuilding
and the transformation of Ukraine. This will be
a transformational moment—a time of re-
newal and opportunity—and we will usher in
a historic era of innovation fueled by the pri-
vate sector," he said. 
The ambassador noted that both Poland and
the US have realized such opportunities. "The
selection of Westinghouse and Bechtel for the
construction of Poland's first nuclear power
plant is totally game-changing," he said noting
that it was "the largest single deal that a US
Embassy advanced anywhere in the world last
year". The project will be also important for
Poland's long-term security. "It is a historic
partnership and one that will define the
Poland-US relationship," the speaker said.  
The speaker also singled out the Intel an-
nouncement which revealed, a few weeks
back, that the company will build a semicon-
ductor plant outside of Wrocław. "The digital
future runs on semiconductors and that future
will start right here in Poland," Ambassador

Brzezinski said. "It represents one of the
largest US investments in Poland and is a per-
fect example of the strength of our partner-
ship."
He concluded his speech by saying that the
best for Poland and the region of Central and
Eastern Europe is "yet to come" but to ad-
vance it both countries "must remain aligned
and remain united in our efforts to support
Ukraine".
The Partners and Sponsors of the event were
Dentons, Avis Car Rental, BAT, Dell, FedEx,
Northrop Grumman Corporation, Philip Mor-
ris International, Uber, Amazon.com, Citi
Handlowy, The Walt Disney Company, Uni-
versal Express, Express Relocations, AM-
MEGA, Exadel, Flex-Poland, Gemini.pl-Twoja

platforma zdrowia, Honeywell, JLL, Linde,
Lockheed Martin, Procter & Gamble, Pfizer,
and Steelcase.
The In-Kind Partners were Hotel Bristol, a
Luxury Collection Hotel, Warsaw; Brown For-
man; Coca-Cola; HBC; Gallo Family Vine-
yards; InterContinental Warsaw; Warsaw
Marriott Hotel; Nobu Warsaw; Pepsi, Perła-
Browary Lubelskie; Sheraton Grand Warsaw
and Stock Polska.

THE AMCHAM RAFFLE
The proceeds from the 4th of July raffle went
to aid Fundacja the Ronald McDonald House
Charities Polska in the construction of the third
Ronald McDonald House in Poland for  the
patients of the Children’s Memorial Health In-
stitute in Międzylesie. The Ronald McDonald
House will provide free of charge accommo-
dation and support to families of seriously ill
children treated at the hospital, including the
families of patients from Ukraine.
This year, the raffle will also support Corpo-
rate Aid for Ukraine—a rapid response, front-
line charitable fund created in March 2022 for
the purpose of providing immediate humani-
tarian aid to Ukrainians, both in-country and
refugees. CAU was spearheaded by the Amer-
ican Chamber of Commerce in Poland in co-
operation with several leading business
organizations.

1. the CeLebration begins: masters of Ceremony mateUsz waLCzak from tVn24
and marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor, with the warsaw UniVersity

Choir. 2. mateUsz waLCzak; marzena dreLa; mark brzezinski, Us ambassador to

PoLand; members of the amCham board of direCtors: tony hoUsh, amCham

Chairman; John LynCh, amCham ViCe Chair (Lynka); JoLanta Jaworska, amCham

treasUrer (ibm); małgorzata skonieCzna (PeosiCo); dorota dabrowska-winter-
sChieLd (CeC groUP); eLżbieta Czetwertyńska, (Citi handLowy); daVid debenedetti

(debenedetti maJewski szCześniak). 3. mark brzezinski, Us ambassador to PoLand.

4. tony hoUsh. 5. bartłomieJ kordeCzka, Co-managing Partner, dentons. 6. Us
marine CorPs Present the starts and striPes. 7. daVid dixon, Piotr dULewiCz,
dentons; mark brzezinski; iga niewiadomska, bartłomieJ kordeCzka, dentons. 8.
marta PawLak, amCham LegaL and PoLiCy direCtor; oLeh kUts, Charge d'affairs,
embassy of Ukraine; tony hoUsh; JoLanta Jaworska; maksym mUzyChko, ibm. 9.
bartłomieJ kordeCzka; mark brzezinski; tony hoUsh; John LynCh. 10. mark

brzezinski; tony hoUsh; roman rewaLd; krzysztof kłaPa, ronaLd mCdonaLd

foUndation. 
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AMCHAM 4TH OF JULY CELEBRATION

15

13 14

16 17

18 19 20

21 2322

11. zdzisław sokaL; adVisor to the ChanCeLLery of the President of PoLand; mał-
gorzata bonikowska, Csm; iga niewiadomska; daVid dixon; tony hoUsh. 12.
James LindLey, Us embassy; mark brzezinski; marzena dreLa; tony hoUsh. 13.
tony hoUsh CUts the ameriCa's birthday Cake. 14. daVid dixon; tony hoUsh;
mark brzezinski; JoLanta Jaworska; anita kowaLska; małgorzata skonieCzna;
bartłomieJ kordeCzka. 15. JUan Jimenez, newmark PoLska; eLżbieta Czetwer-

tyńska. 16. Paweł zegarłowiCz, Citi handLowy; daVid debenedetti; woJCieCh JaCk-
owski. 17. the Uber team: Piotr baLCerowski, marCin moCzyróg, małgorzata

stanowska, iwona krUk. 18. aLdona de rey, aLeksandra wiśniewska, air franCe

kLm; mateUsz waLCzak, tVn24. 19. katarzyna borUCka, CoCa-CoLa hbC;
marzena dreLa. 20. dorota dabrowska-wintersChieLd; James woLfe, Us em-
bassy; małgorzata skonieCzna. 21. marek nowiCki, zPP; aLeksandra koseLa,

11 12
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26 27 28

29

24 25

30

31

marek żółtowski, bat; marta PawLak; mateUsz JUrCzyk, amCham kraków & ka-
towiCe direCtor. 22. dominika stęPińska-dUCh, warner bros. disCoVery, marzena

dreLa. 23. sebastian kaLeta, seCretary of state at the ministry of JUstiCe; damian

kowaLCzyk, Praga-PołUdnie CoUnCiL member. 24.  Lesław krzewski, warsaw

royaL CastLe; beata Posyniak, marketing hoUse; marzena dreLa; Paweł gUtt,
warsaw royaL CastLe. 25. the warsaw UniVersity Choir whiCh sang the ameri-

Can and PoLish nationaL anthems. 26. darLa brown, Us CommerCiaL serViCe;
rob rUdiCh, Us embassy; mateUsz JUrCzyk; heather rogers; ryan bowLes, Us em-
bassy. 27. marCin sasin, Chef of the sheraton grand warsaw; mark brzezinski.
28. dJ Leon myszkowski. 29. ameriCan CLassiC songs Performed by Jazz brothers

band. 30. the CeLebration in Progress. 31. oVer 700 amCham members and

friends Came to the Party. 
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AMCHAM 4TH OF JULY CELEBRATION
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33 34 35

36 37 38 39
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31. the amCham team: marzena dreLa; anita kowaLska; marta PawLak; barbara

PoCiaLik; gabrieLa stangreCiak; JUstyna sekUła; karoL witaszek; eLiza PrzeździeCka;
iwona woźniCa; Paweł boLek; mateUsz JUrCzyk; barbara stePnowska, amCham

gdańsk direCtor. 32.the nobU sUshi stand. 33. in the ViP zone. 34. inside the kU-

biCki arCades. 35. the bat stand. 36. the stoCk stand. 37. the JaCk danieL's stand.
38. the PhiLiP morris stand. 39. the Coffee Costa stand. 40. the interContinentaL

iCe-Cream. 41. the stoCk ProseCo stand. 42. the aVis zone. 43. the marriott

dessert. 44. raffLe Prizes. 45. the historiC royaL CastLe gardens. 
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AmCham expresses warm gratitude to all July 4th

Celebration Partners for their support, without which 
the event would not have been the success it was!

PLATINUM PARTNER

GOLD PARTNERS SILVER PARTNERS

BRONZE PARTNERS

IN-KIND PARTNERS
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COMPANY PROFILE CVC CAPITAL PARTNERS

With the COVID pandemic, the
war in Ukraine and the energy
crisis it has caused, the Polish
economy has been through a
number of stress tests. How do
you evaluate its performance?
The Polish people have shown that
they are incredibly flexible and can
quickly adapt to crisis situations. It is
our positive national characteristic that
we can swiftly adjust to a changing
environment. The outbreak of the
war in Ukraine also demonstrated
that we have powerful and open
hearts and that we “do the right
thing” to be on a right side of history.
The grassroots movement and im-
mense support from private busi-
nesses and ordinary people that has
been generated to help our Eastern
neighbor is unprecedented in the
world. Polish society has welcomed
over 3 million Ukrainians, thus be-
coming, at one point, the second-
largest host of refugees in the world,
after Turkey. This showcased that as a
nation, we have excellent abilities to
act quickly and flexibly in a changing
environment. These features are also

reflected in business acumen. Polish
managers passed the test in the wake
of the pandemic and the war in
Ukraine, demonstrating resilience to
the so-called "black swan" events and
agility to quickly adapt to external
shocks. Poland is a hub of such man-
agers, as evident from the examples
of our portfolio companies such as
Żabka, Stock, and previously, PKP En-
ergetyka.

What are the challenges for the
society and the economy?
Looking at the challenges, unfortu-
nately, Poland is currently facing a
"poly-crisis", whereby multiple global
crises are overlapping and com-
pounding. The recent global turmoil
has highlighted a significant reliance of
the Polish economy on global supply
chains, especially concerning energy
sources. Poland had not been ade-
quately prepared to consider alterna-
tive solutions. For instance, consider
the history of the Baltic Pipe—the
Norwegian pipeline project. While
the pipeline was completed on time,
its positive impact on the economy

was limited because sufficient
amounts of gas had not been secured
in advance, revealing vulnerabilities of
the Polish state's decision-making.
This investment had been planned for
years, yet the necessary steps to have
enough gas on time were not taken.
Another issue is the legal regulations
and the need for administrative effi-
ciency during the COVID-19 pan-
demic. The Polish administration did
not fully meet expectations during this
period and the pandemic exposed
weaknesses in its international ties
and networks, its relative isolation.
Moreover, the deployment of finan-
cial aid was not carried out efficiently
and was often misused. As a result,
the burden of accountability was
largely placed on entrepreneurs and
society as a whole. 

What makes Poland attractive
to foreign investors? 
The pandemic and the war have un-
questionably accelerated changes in
supply chains, a fact that has been
recognized by Western investors, in-
cluding those from the US. They un-

derstand that it is not just about low
production costs and access to certain
services.  Security and continuity are
also crucial factors. Poland, with its
size and well-educated workforce,
benefits from this evolution in supply
chain channels.
Despite the ongoing regulatory insta-
bility, investors still see potential in
Poland. Unfortunately, regulatory
changes in Poland are often imple-
mented without consulting the busi-
ness sector. Despite this drawback,
investors often opt for the so-called
friendshoring in a country that is part
of Western structures such as the EU
or NATO.
The number of foreign investments in
Poland is impressive, but when con-
sidering the size of Poland and its per
capita GDP, these figures might not
seem so remarkable. However, there
is significant potential for further
growth. If there were more pre-
dictability in the legal landscape and
better communication between the
government and the business sector,
the investment climate could signifi-
cantly improve.

AmCham.pl Quarterly 
Editor Tomasz Ćwiok talks

with Krzysztof 
Krawczyk, Partner, Head
of the Warsaw office of
CVC Capital Partners, a
private equity fund with

an aggregated 
investment portfolio of
EUR 85 billion globally,
about the pros and cons
of the economic situation
in Poland for investors. 
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This year, do you see any issues
with FDI inflow to Poland? 
From an investor's perspective, chal-
lenges are present worldwide. We
can observe significant social tensions
and challenges in countries like
France, the UK, and Israel. So, in
comparison to domestic social issues
in other countries, Poland is not
doing particularly poorly.
However, Poland currently may not
be in a stable economic position. Still,
when looking at the broader context,
very few other European countries
were stable amid the COVID pan-
demic and with a war so close to
their borders.

The pandemic and the war in
Ukraine have disrupted global
supply chains and new trends
have emerged. Are there op-
portunities for the Polish econ-
omy? 
According to the latest Reuters re-
port, "A generational shift in sourc-
ing," 67 percent of global retailers
and manufacturers have altered their
sourcing locations for materials and
components due to recent supply
chain disruptions. Poland must cer-
tainly embrace and align with this
trend.
The new trends undoubtedly offer
opportunities for the Polish economy.
Firstly, they bolster the Polish labor
market and create possibilities to at-
tract new technologies, especially in
the service industries. Looking at the
glass as half full, let us hope that these
trends will be result in the creation of
added value for the economy, such
as software development, rather
than just relying on a relatively
cheaper labor force.
This is advantageous for workers, but
it also introduces competition for
global players. The time will show
how those opportunities work out
for the society and the economy. 
For businesses, these trends open up
export opportunities in both the
manufacturing and services sectors.
Specifically, the software industry has
seen significant growth, with Polish
companies providing services to in-
ternational clients and developing IT
solutions for them. For many interna-
tional investors having it done in
Poland is considered a safer and
more reliable option.
The world is moving towards a con-
cept now being called "global region-
alization". This trend indicates a
desire for self-sufficiency in certain
areas within regions. It answers the
need for stable supply chains and de-

fined markets, but at the same time,
there is a preference to source and
receive goods and services from
countries that share similar values
and belong to the same political
blocs. This highlights the significant
importance of Poland's membership
in the EU and NATO as essential for
the growth of its economy. 

What is the potential of local
companies and talent in Poland
in developing competitive tech
solutions today?
Poland is a unique country where
many IT solutions can be imple-
mented on a large scale right away.
What might take a long time to pilot
in other countries can quickly enter
the rollout phase in Poland. This is
extremely important from the per-
spective of the entire tech and digital
industry.
The involvement of IT solutions in
CVC portfolio companies in Poland
has significantly shifted in favor of
local entities. Currently, we work
with a range of tech ventures, from
startups to more established Polish
companies, covering various fields
such as programming, retail tech, the
Internet of Things — IoT— and the
combination of IT solutions and
modern hardware. We consciously
strive to build long-term relationships
with such entities. Some examples
include Synerise, a Kraków-based
company and developer of CRM sys-
tems with an AI engine; Trecom, a
cloud and data security solutions
provider; Autenti, specializing in
process automation and security; and
Nanovo, a developer of IoT solu-
tions for the retail industry. The in-
volvement of these firms in CVC's
activities in Poland is steadily increas-
ing, in parallel with Żabka’s global
partnership in retail with Microsoft.

How do you see the role of AI,
robotics, and generally new
technologies in boosting work
efficiency in Poland? 
This presents an opportunity for
business. Automation is an absolute
necessity when, firstly, labor costs are
rising, and secondly, the availability of
employees is decreasing; and in the
background, we have a dynamic,
variable market both in demand and
supply, and we have to quickly adapt
to customer expectations.
Automation, including robots, of in-
ternal business processes in produc-
tion and in services delivered to
clients, is a necessity for businesses in
Poland for the Polish economy to

continue to develop. Automation is
not meant to replace jobs but rather
to complement the workforce and
enhance its work efficiency. Despite
low unemployment rates, the overall
productivity of labor is not optimal.
Given these circumstances, investing
in automation becomes essential for
the country's progress.
Over the past 30 years, the develop-
ment in Poland has largely relied on
having abundant access to skilled
labor. This situation has, however,
hindered the motivation for making
capital-intensive investments in
process automation. As a conse-
quence, the Polish economy has be-
come highly reliant on its workforce.
In the current context of a saturated
job market, the key to continuing
growth lies in enhancing labor pro-
ductivity. Adopting measures to in-
crease efficiency and implementing
workplace automation becomes cru-
cial to enable the workforce to gen-
erate higher GDP. Without such
advancements, many businesses will
encounter obstacles in their pursuit
of further growth.
According to experts from the Polish
Institute of Economics, digitization,
automation, virtualization of the labor
market, and robotics in services will
have the most significant impact on
the job market's development by
2035. Poland has much to catch up
on in these areas.
Moreover, in a report titled "Paths
and Drivers of Productivity Growth
in Poland," the World Bank said that
despite remarkable economic
growth in the last three decades,
Poland still lags behind most Euro-
pean economies in digitization. Busi-
nesses cannot achieve everything on
their own. Regulations that facilitate
digital transformation are needed. It is
high time business leaders in Poland
boldly embraced technology to
transform their companies in this
highly competitive era of digitaliza-
tion.

How do Polish management
teams compare with their
counterparts in the West
where it comes to work culture
and ethics? 
This is one of the valuable aspects of
the Polish economy, partly thanks to
the role of American investors. Not
only do Polish managers hold top
positions within Poland but also in the
international structures of their cor-
porations. There are many Polish in-
dividuals at the helm of global and
European boards of major corpora-

tions. This is one of the reasons why
investors opt for direct investments in
Poland. The flexibility, exceptional
diligence, and intellectual curiosity of
Polish managers distinguish them
from their international peers.
Polish managers in companies like
Żabka, Stock, and previously PKP En-
ergetyka stand out for their willing-
ness to embrace change and
innovation, seeking "out-of-the-box"
solutions. This is driven by their
recognition of development poten-
tial, entrepreneurial spirit, and hunger
for innovation. As a result, we are
shedding more and more of the
complexes of an outdated economy,
making us increasingly bold.

Investors are increasingly
driven by the principles of
ESG—Environmental, Social
and Governance. Are you
happy with regulatory guidance
and standard setting in Poland
in this respect?
At CVC, we believe that ESG is not
merely an incremental or rubber-
stamping exercise but is closely tied
to the long-term viability of a busi-
ness. It is an essential element of a
company's stable financial develop-
ment. We introduce ESG standards
not as an add-on, but as a core as-
pect of all our portfolio companies'
operations.
As an investor, I strongly believe in
self-regulation and creating standards
before they are imposed on busi-
nesses by regulators. We strive to
make our companies pioneers in
ESG, setting higher standards than
current norms in this area. Our port-
folio companies set high benchmarks
for themselves, not only in terms of
reporting but also continuous im-
provement in ESG practices. For in-
stance, Żabka is among the top one
percent of companies globally that
best integrate non-financial ESG fac-
tors in their strategies and operations.
It received a platinum medal in the
EcoVadis ranking, which evaluates or-
ganizations worldwide based on sus-
tainable development. Another CVC
portfolio company, PKP Energetyka,
achieved a Gold medal in EcoVadis at
the time of exit. It ranked among the
top 8 percent of best-rated compa-
nies worldwide in terms of environ-
mental and climate impact, social
aspects, ethics, and supply chain.
These high ratings demonstrate our
commitment to self-regulation and
continuous improvement, further ad-
vancing ESG standards.
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COMPANY PROFILE GATES CORPORATION

In 2001, Gates invested in a
production facility in Legnica,
southwestern Poland. What
can you tell us about the com-
pany's milestones in business
development in Poland? 
Gates has a long and successful his-
tory of business development in
Poland, which began with the
opening of its power transmission
manufacturing facility in Legnica in
2001, followed by a fluid power
plant in 2018. Our biggest Euro-
pean distribution center is located
in Legnica and we employ 1,200
people onsite. The Legnica manu-
facturing hub is servicing the whole
EMEA region, as well as other key
global customers overseas. We
have an extensive product range of
fluid power and power transmis-
sion products, from hydraulic
hoses to belts, kits, and hose and

tubing assemblies. 
Over the years, Gates has estab-
lished a very strong partnership
with local suppliers and distribu-
tors, which has helped to support
our growth in the region. Gates
has been recognized for its com-
mitment to innovation, quality, and
sustainability, and has won numer-
ous awards and certifications for its
products and operations made in
Poland. 

What is driving the market
today? 
One key trend driving the market
today is the shift toward electric
and autonomous vehicles. As gov-
ernments around the world imple-
ment stricter emissions regulations,
and consumer demand for sustain-
able transportation options contin-
ues to grow, manufacturers are

investing heavily in the develop-
ment of electric and autonomous
vehicles. This trend is expected to
continue and accelerate in the
coming years, with many manufac-
turers planning to launch new elec-
tric and autonomous models in the
next few years. Gates is investing in
new products, from innovative
thermal management solutions to
replacement kits, to support this
vehicle electrification opportunity. 
Another market driver is the focus
on sustainability and environmental
responsibility.   As concerns about
climate change and environmental
degradation continue to grow,
manufacturers are under increasing
pressure to reduce their carbon
footprint and adopt more sustain-
able practices - this includes efforts
to reduce waste, conserve re-
sources, and minimize the environ-

mental impact of manufacturing op-
erations. Gates is focused on Eco-
Innovation to deliver improved
product performance, minimize
energy and water consumption,
and to reduce waste and GHG
emissions.

What are the challenges in
Poland, and more broadly, in
Europe, for the market to
grow? 
One of the strategic focus areas at
Gates over the last five years, has
been producing products in-re-
gion/for-region. Gates has invested
millions in its manufacturing foot-
print to ensure that every region
can support local demand and has
the flexing capacity to support
other regions as needed. 
The pandemic exposed many vul-
nerabilities in global supply chains,

AmCham.pl Quarterly 
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particularly in logistics and trans-
portation. Disruptions to these
caused by lockdowns, border clo-
sures, and other restrictions made
it difficult for suppliers to get their
products to market in a timely and
cost-effective manner.
By moving production closer to
their markets, suppliers can reduce
their dependence on long and
complex supply chains that are vul-
nerable to disruption; they can re-
duce transportation, logistics, and
other costs associated with manag-
ing complex global supply chains.
This move improves the resilience
of their supply chains, reduces the
risk of future supply chain disrup-
tions and improves profitability and
competitiveness.

In 2020, Gates opened its
business services center in
Wrocław, Poland. What led
the company to establish
Gates Business Services Eu-
rope? 
This has indeed been a new mile-
stone of Gates’ development in
Poland and once again demon-
strates the company’s commitment
to the region and its confidence in
Poland’s business environment. We
founded our Business Services
Center in Wroclaw in 2020 and
moved to our corporate premises
located in the Business Garden dis-
trict in early 2021. 
Our business services center plays
a critical role in driving the com-
pany’s financial operations and sup-
porting its European business
activities. We provide services
helping Gates to operate more effi-
ciently and effectively. Our team
are skilled professionals working
primarily within accounting, tax,
customer experience, master data,
pricing, HR, legal and IT functions. 
2020 and 2021 were mostly fo-
cused on building the team and
transitioning activities from Gates
entities to our business services
center. Thanks to digitalization and
automation, we started a new
phase in our development in 2022
with a strong focus on improving
our end-to-end processes. Lots of
exciting changes and transforma-
tions for Gates are being led from
our center of excellence in
Wrocław!

From your point of view, what
are Poland's pros for foreign
investors?
Poland’s central location was a key

factor in our decision process of
establishing manufacturing and
business services facilities in the
country. Poland is located in the
heart of Europe and has easy ac-
cess to major markets in the re-
gion. This makes the country an
ideal location for companies look-
ing to expand their operations. 
But beyond the geographical bene-
fit, one of the main advantages we
find is the talent pool. Poland has a
well-educated and highly skilled
workforce, with a strong focus on
engineering, finance, IT and manu-
facturing. Language skills are also
very strong, including many inter-
nationals living in the country.
Today we count within our team
13 nationalities working together
and not less than 17 languages
spoken. This is quite impressive! As
myself a foreign person living in
Wroclaw, I am impressed by the
international and vibrant atmos-
phere of the city, the education
level and professionalism of our
team members. This goes from
our interns, working part-time with
us during their education, to our
more experienced talents bringing
real solid expertise on specialized
topics. 

How do you evaluate Poland’s
legal and regulatory frame-
works that impact investors? 
Poland has made significant im-
provements to its business climate
over the past few years, including
from the regulatory point of view.
Many of them are driven by the
legislation of the European Union
of which Poland is a member state.
However, similarly as in many
countries, its legal and regulatory
framework remains complex and
could be improved to further facili-
tate business operations.
In any case, business reality is and
will always remain complex and we
are glad to be supported by pro-
fessional legal advisors who can
help on the implementation of reg-
ulatory changes within our organi-
zation. 

Poland has a relatively low un-
employment rate and for
many companies it is a chal-
lenge to recruit the talent
they need. Do you face such
challenges? 
The talent shortage is indeed a key
challenge for us but is certainly not
limited to Poland. It is a challenge
we are facing globally, as all compa-

nies do in the current environ-
ment. The Wroclaw market is ex-
tremely competitive, with more
than 200 business services centers
established in the city. Inflation re-
mains high. The market is tense,
and competition for talent is real.
As new technologies are intro-
duced, manufacturers need to en-
sure that their employees have the
skills and knowledge necessary to
design, build, and maintain these
technologies. This may involve
providing training programs, offer-
ing continuing education opportu-
nities, and incentivizing employees
to stay up to date with the latest
technological advancements. 

What are the key aspects of
your employment philosophy?
At Gates we are focused on build-
ing a great company culture and
work atmosphere, with develop-
mental opportunities. We provide
fair compensation that is aligned to
the market levels. Our workforce
is looking to feel good about
where they work and for a shared
sense of purpose. 
Employer branding and leadership
are the key aspects, which we have
built over the past 24 months. I am
very proud of having an interna-
tional and diverse team, with 65
percent female leaders within our
management team. We promote
collaboration, curiosity, and a posi-
tive environment focused on lever-
aging everyone’s talents and giving
everyone a chance to keep learn-
ing and growing. We are one team,
riding through business challenges
with each other and for each other. 
This teamwork culture is the num-
ber one answer we receive during
our onboarding interviews after six
weeks on the job, and I am proud
of seeing such a positive and high-
performing team working together
every day. This is the only way to
move mountains and drive signifi-
cant transformations within Gates,
which is what our business services
center team is doing very success-
fully. 

What opportunities for career
development does Gates offer
in its business services center
in Poland?
The advantage of the Gates busi-
ness services center is that we are
a brand-new team leading key
transformations in Europe. We are
only at the beginning of the jour-
ney of improving and streamlining

our processes and implementing
new tools to support our transfor-
mation through digitalization. We
have already delivered significant
continuous improvement projects
in 2022 and have a full slate of
process improvements in the
works for 2023. 
Every one of our team members
receives the opportunity to be
trained in project and change man-
agement and start their own
change initiative within the com-
pany. The size of the change initia-
tive does not matter. Small changes
within one process can have a big
impact on the company’s efficiency.
We are building and leveraging on
our continuous improvement
mindset, looking for pockets of in-
novation that will make a difference
for our teams tomorrow. 
Gates business services center’s
job landscape will evolve alongside
the transformation we are leading.
We will reduce manual transactions
to focus on value-added work,
leveraging training and cross-func-
tional projects to grow our team
and develop everyone’s skill set.
This is valid across all 14 functions
represented. We truly have excit-
ing times ahead of us with terrific
learning opportunities for every-
one. 
Additionally, we provide mentor-
ship and sponsorship opportunities
to promote diversity by providing
underrepresented employees with
access to guidance and support
from more experienced col-
leagues. These opportunities assist
career development and advance-
ment for diverse employees and
create a more inclusive workplace
culture. Our global mentoring pro-
gram, Gates Connect, brings expe-
rienced Gates employees to
mentor eager mentees from across
the globe. Over 4,000 profession-
als have participated in the pro-
gram since its inception, helping
mentees by sharing resources and
networks to assist in advancing
their careers.

What are the company's plans
in Poland for 2023 and be-
yond? 
Gates will continue to leverage
Poland’s strengths as a business
destination. By investing in its peo-
ple, products, and services, I have
no doubt that we have positioned
ourselves for continued success in
the years to come. 
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COMPANY PROFILE GRAYLING

What can you tell us about
the history of Grayling in
Poland and its links with the
US?  
Grayling has a rich history in
Poland and strong connections
with the US. Since the firm’s estab-
lishment in 1996, initially as Mmd
Public Relations, we have been
serving numerous American clients
entering the Polish market, such as
the GE group of companies—at
that time General Electric—includ-
ing in this number S.C. Johnson,
IBM, and Intel. As Grayling Poland,
we are proud to serve and have
served some of the US' largest
brands, including Amazon, HP,
Visa, Mars and Google. Poland

holds strategic importance for
many US and global investors as
the central hub for Central and
Eastern Europe, and our offerings
have been tailored to meet these
needs.
While our headquarters are in the
UK, the presence of Grayling in
the US has been steadily growing,
with significant expansions in New
York and Washington, DC over the
past few years. Our ties with the
US are further strengthened by
our owners, Clayton, Dubilier &
Rice, a private equity firm that
boasts 50 years of expertise in
driving business growth and suc-
cess. This solidifies our position as
a trusted partner for American

clients seeking to expand their
presence in the dynamic Polish
market.

What is the company's offer
and what makes Grayling dif-
fer from the competition?
I know this may sound unusual, but
we are generalists and specialists at
the same time. In our Warsaw of-
fice, we have a team of 45+ con-
sultants working across three
departments: Corporate PR, Con-
sumer PR, and Public Affairs. Addi-
tionally, we have our own
dedicated social media team and
collaborate closely with IGNITE—
a globally available resource com-
prising creatives, strategists, data

analysts, designers, and filmmakers.
This setup allows us to possess in-
depth knowledge in various spe-
cialties and integrate this expertise
for a truly holistic approach tailored
to each client's specific needs.
The combination of talents also
grants us the possibility of adopting
a multi-stakeholder perspective,
which proves valuable in many sit-
uations where comprehensive
coverage is essential. One of our
most exciting offerings that enables
us to see our clients holistically is
the Advantage Analytics methodol-
ogy. This robust proprietary diag-
nostic tool effectively identifies and
validates competitive advantages
for businesses, guiding our strate-

AmCham.pl Quarterly Editor
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gies. It stands as one of the many
investments we've made in the
data analytics and measurement
domain, which is crucial for our
business and also serves as one of
Grayling’s differentiators.

What is driving the PR mar-
ket in Poland today? 
There are several factors influenc-
ing the development of our indus-
try. One of them is the increase in
companies' investments in the En-
vironmental Social and Gover-
nance (ESG) area, often required
by legislation. Historically, PR has
been the main executor of Corpo-
rate Social Responsibility (CSR) ac-
tivities, so businesses like ours
naturally can play a key role in the
evolution we are currently wit-
nessing—not just in terms of com-
municating ESG efforts but also
providing strategic advice in this
domain.
Another factor is CEOs' growing
recognition of the need to safe-
guard their firms' reputations. Re-
cent years have been marked by
crises and tough choices that or-
ganizations have had to confront.
Sometimes these choices led to
crises for the companies them-
selves. Consistent use of PR firm
consulting helps to navigate more
effectively in an uncertain and con-
stantly changing world and respond
better if there is indeed any repu-
tation issue. 
We also observe a greater interest
in internal communication of em-
ployer branding, as attracting and
retaining employees is currently
one of the major challenges in
Poland. Unfortunately, this chal-
lenge includes our industry as well
and holds some companies back.

How mature is the PR market
in Poland as compared with
Europe and the US? 
I must say, I don't see significant
differences between Poland, the
US, and the UK. Grayling operates
as a global network, and we fre-
quently collaborate with colleagues
from various countries, revealing
similar challenges and successes.
Moreover, we're not the only net-

work present in Poland, which
means there's a good flow of
shared knowledge. Plus, Poland
has local agencies that consistently
deliver stellar work.
However, it is essential to note
that the headquarters of major
global companies are often located
in the US or UK, granting our col-
leagues from these countries the
opportunity to work on multi-mar-
ket strategies and campaigns with
much larger budgets. As a result,
we can’t compete in terms of mar-
ket value.
Even though we in Poland have
reached a similar level of maturity
to the US and UK, that doesn't
imply that the entire PR sector
should or will cease evolving. As
previously mentioned, at Grayling,
we're making significant invest-
ments in data analytics and meas-
urement, allowing us to
demonstrate the true value of our
work. For a long time, PR has
been perceived as less quantifiable
and, consequently, less crucial in
the communications mix. This per-
ception is changing. On the clients'
side, we also observe the need for
improvement. We still encounter
requests for proposals involving
too many agencies. Moreover,
some brands expect extensive
tasks that should be reserved for a
chosen PR firm, instead of being
addressed at the pitch level.

How important is the market
in Poland for the company's
business in Europe?
Grayling's Polish business stands
among the top five largest in conti-
nental Europe. One of the reasons
is the strategic position of the War-
saw office, serving as a gateway
that connects international busi-
nesses to our extensive CEE net-
work. Many of our significant
accounts are managed through and
from Poland, but our approach ex-
tends beyond the region, as we
adopt a pan-European perspective.
Clients like Visa, Tetra Pak, Pri-
mark, and KHNP benefit from this
approach, entrusting Grayling with
projects spanning across key Euro-
pean markets, from the UK,

France, and Germany to Poland,
the Czech Republic, and Hungary,
just to name a few of the countries
we operate in.
Moreover, our expansive network
across Europe plays a crucial role
in public affairs. Grayling has the
largest array of PA offices across
the continent. With European
elections taking place in May, that
in addition to Poland, include
Croatia, Romania, and the UK, we
are uniquely positioned to provide
clients with local insights in a way
that few other partners can.

What is the role of the new
media and technology in PR
strategies?
Social media, platforms like
YouTube and TikTok, and other
digital channels are crucial in PR
strategies because a significant por-
tion of young people no longer
rely on traditional media, making it
difficult to reach them solely
through journalists. At Grayling, we
take this into account in almost
every strategy prepared for clients
who aim to connect with Gen Z
and younger Millennials. Unfortu-
nately, social media departments
and those responsible for influ-
encer collaborations are often iso-
lated from the PR teams, which
hinders some companies from fully
leveraging the synergy of their ef-
forts.
When it comes to technology, it's
an integral part of our daily work.
Thanks to tools for examining tar-
get audiences and monitoring on-
line conversations, we can build
effective strategies and narratives.
Without technology it would also
be much harder to measure re-
sults. Additionally, we heavily lever-
age AI in various capacities, such as
research, brainstorming, and cre-
ative support. At Grayling, we not
only embrace new technologies
but also continuously seek out in-
novative solutions.

What are the challenges that
technology poses for PR com-
panies?
Above all, we perceive technology
as a significant opportunity. It al-

lows us to automate more tedious
tasks and focus more on strategic
and creative activities. However,
there are, of course, challenges.
Information spreads faster today
than ever before, which requires
PR professionals to be even more
vigilant in observing events, trends,
or potential crises. The latter may
arise not from the company's fault
but from fake news, which, in the
era of AI, can be generated in
more convincing quality and in vast
quantities. The ability to verify in-
formation will also be a chal-
lenge—as models like GPT or
Bard Experience’s so-called halluci-
nations regularly mislead their
users. Additionally, we must con-
sider potential copyright infringe-
ment issues that may arise as AI
becomes more regulated and
some of the ongoing lawsuits get
resolved.
As a final note I hope that the fact
that content can be produced
more easily than ever before will
not lead to more meaningless ma-
terial but to more quality and cre-
ativity. It's a challenge all
communicators should embrace.

What are Grayling's plans in
Poland for 2023 and beyond?
My answer today could serve as a
summary of everything we've dis-
cussed. The challenges businesses
and brands face have never been
more complex, making effective
communication absolutely mission-
critical. In these trying times, we
remain committed to our role as
advisors and navigators, addressing
and mitigating these challenges at
every turn. With our broad com-
petencies, we are well-positioned
to orchestrate multifaceted strate-
gies and campaigns grounded in
data—a resource I firmly believe
gives both our clients and us a dis-
tinct advantage. Naturally, we also
dive into the potential that AI of-
fers. Curiosity and adaptability are
key in our way forward.

The challenges businesses and brands face have never
been more complex, making effective communication

absolutely mission-critical.
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COMPANY PROFILE MOVE ONE

What can you tell us about
the company's links with the
US, and its place in the Polish
market?
Move One is an American owned
company that has a strong pres-
ence in Africa, the Balkans, Central
Asia, the Middle East and Eastern
Europe, including Poland. Move
One operates as a reputable logis-
tics, moving and relocations com-
pany, providing a wide range of
services to individuals and busi-
nesses looking to relocate domes-
tically or internationally. 

In the ever-changing world, as the
focus shifts from one natural disas-
ter, coup, or conflict to the next,
Move One stands unwavering in
our commitment to serving our
Government, Military, and Human-
itarian Aid clients' critical logistics
needs. We recognize the unpre-
dictability and gravity of these
global events, which is precisely
why we remain steadfast and ready
to respond, no matter the chal-
lenge.
Since the early 1990s, Move One
has worked closely with the US

Military, NATO, and private con-
tractors to support every deploy-
ment. From the Balkans to
post-9/11 operations in Central
Asia, the Middle East, Afghanistan,
Iraq, and widespread operations in
Africa, we have been there to en-
sure our customers meet their ob-
jectives.
In Poland, Move One has estab-
lished a significant presence with
offices in Warsaw, Kraków, Gdańsk
and Wrocław. 
In the Polish market, as an interna-
tional logistics and moving com-

pany, Move One offers a compre-
hensive suite of services that cater
to the needs of the Polish market,
including freight forwarding, inter-
national moving, relocations and
immigration services. The com-
pany's operations in the country
are supported by a team of profes-
sionals who understand the local
market and can cater to the spe-
cific requirements of clients in the
region.

What can you tell us about
the range of services Move
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One offers to industry and
government agencies?
Move One offers a diverse range
of services to industry and govern-
ment agencies worldwide. These
services include but are not limited
to Project Logistics and Freight For-
warding. In these areas, Move
One specializes in handling com-
plex and large-scale logistics proj-
ects for various industries, ensuring
the efficient movement of goods
and equipment. The company also
offers freight forwarding services
for both air and sea shipments, op-
timizing supply chains and ensuring
timely deliveries.
The company also specializes in
Household Goods Moving where
it provides professional and reliable
moving services for individuals and
families relocating internationally.
This includes packing, transporta-
tion, customs clearance, and deliv-
ery services.
Move one also does relocations.
The company assists businesses
with employee relocations, ensur-
ing a smooth transition for their
employees and their families. This
includes orientation tours, home
search, school search, settling in
services, work permits, residence
permits, visa and immigration assis-
tance.

Do you cooperate with inter-
national partners?
Move One has a vast network of
international partners, including lo-
gistics companies, transportation
providers, and agents in various
countries. These partnerships en-
able the company to offer seam-
less services globally, ensuring that
clients receive consistent and reli-
able support throughout their in-
ternational relocations or logistics
projects.

What is driving the market
today?

The market today is driven by vari-
ous factors, including globalization,
increased mobility of people and
businesses, advancements in tech-
nology, and the growing demand
for efficient and sustainable logistics
solutions. Move One stays at the
forefront of these market drivers
by constantly innovating its services
and embracing new technologies.

How are the growth trends?
The growth trends in the moving
and logistics industry continue to
be positive, with increasing global
mobility and economic activities
driving the demand for relocation
and logistics services. Move One
has been experiencing steady
growth due to its commitment to
quality service, strong customer
relationships, and expanding global
reach.

What are the challenges? 
They include the ever-changing
regulatory landscape, geopolitical
uncertainties impacting interna-
tional trade, and the growing im-
portance of energy and
sustainability. Move One recog-
nizes these challenges and places a
strong emphasis on compliance,
risk management, and adopting
sustainable practices in its opera-
tions.

How important is the market
in Poland for the company?
It is strategically important for
Move One. Poland's dynamic
economy and its location as a key
transit point in Europe make it a
significant market for logistics and
moving services. Move One is
committed to serving the needs of
clients in Poland and has invested
in a strong local presence to pro-
vide efficient and tailored solutions
for the Polish market.

What is the impact of the war

in Ukraine on the company?
On  February 24, 2022, everything
changed. As the invasion unfolded,
our global rapid response teams
sprang into action, supporting criti-
cal initiatives in Ukraine. With re-
gional offices in Poland, Slovakia,
Romania, and Hungary, we swiftly
adapted to the evolving situation.
However, the surge in demand for
time-critical supplies presented un-
precedented challenges: over-
loaded borders, a lack of trucks,
changing customs regulations, and
infrastructure issues tested every-
one involved. Despite these obsta-
cles, our teams remained resilient,
finding innovative solutions to en-
sure essential supplies reached
their destinations.
Our Ukrainian staff has shown ex-
ceptional dedication in ensuring
the day-to-day flow of critical cargo
despite the challenges of the ongo-
ing war. We were all truly inspired
as they worked under some of the
most challenging situations, espe-
cially in the front-line cities and
while under constant threat of at-
tack.

What are the company's fu-
ture plans?
Looking ahead to 2023 and be-
yond, Move One aims to further
expand its global footprint,
strengthening its presence in key
markets while exploring opportuni-
ties in emerging regions. The com-
pany will continue to invest in
cutting-edge technology to en-
hance its services and improve op-
erational efficiency. Additionally, we
will remain dedicated to sustain-
ability efforts, adopting greener
practices to minimize our environ-
mental impact. As always, the
focus will be on delivering excep-
tional customer experiences and
maintaining our position as a leader
in the moving and logistics industry.
The company, now operating in

more than 50 countries,  will keep
growing. As ongoing political and
economic struggles reshape the
world, we will be there to support
our customers. We anticipate a
continued massive investment in
the support of rebuilding Ukraine,
and all regional offices will grow to
encourage this future success.
Additionally, we will support
NATO as more strategic and en-
during operations have been
moved to Poland, Central Europe,
and the Baltics.
Also, I have to say that Africa plays
a critical role in our future plans,
with the anticipated opening of our
offices in 10 new countries there
by the end of 2024. With this, we
will have brought our business
footprint to more than 30 coun-
tries.

Poland's dynamic economy and its location as a key transit point in 

Europe make it a significant market for logistics and moving services. 

We will support NATO as more strategic and enduring
operations have been moved to Poland, Central Europe,

and the Baltics.
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COMPANY PROFILE SKYBORN RENEWABLES

As Skyborn Renewable’s Chief
Investment Officer, what can
you tell us about Skyborn’s
history in Poland and its links
with the US?
Skyborn is an accomplished global
offshore wind developer and oper-
ator with more than 20 years ex-
perience, headquartered in
Germany. Our capabilities cover
the entire offshore wind value
chain, including greenfield develop-
ment, engineering and design, pro-
curement, financing,
commercialization combined with
corporate power purchase agree-
ments, and construction manage-
ment, as well as operations and
asset management. Since Septem-

ber 2022, Skyborn has been a
portfolio company of Global Infra-
structure Partners (GIP), one of the
world-leading independent global
infrastructure investors with head-
quarters in New York City. We
combine our significant offshore
wind power industry experience
with GIP’s financial strength and
track record in renewable energy
investments to promote offshore
wind energy and to develop a
world-leading independent power
producer, powered by the winds of
the oceans.
When it comes to Skyborn Polska,
it was established in Warsaw in
2019 and is actively exploring op-
portunities to form partnerships

with local energy companies that
are leading the transformation of
the Polish energy sector.

What is driving the growth of
the renewable energy market
in Poland? 
Poland has started decarbonization
of its energy market, which in-
volves transformation from coal to
nuclear and renewables. In line
with the Polish Energy Policy, re-
newable energy sources will con-
tribute over 50 percent of Poland’s
electricity generation by 2040. Fur-
thermore, the installed capacity of
offshore wind energy in the Baltic
Sea is expected to reach 18 GW in
the same period. The demand for

offshore wind energy development
in Poland is bolstered by supportive
public policies and the exceptional
site conditions offered by the Baltic
Sea. The offshore industry holds
immense potential for delivering
substantial benefits to the national
energy system while driving eco-
nomic and social progress within
regional communities. This includes
the creation of new employment
opportunities, technological ad-
vancements, engagement of the
local supply chain, at the same time
enhancing energy security.

How important is Poland to
the company’s business strat-
egy in Europe? 
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Skyborn recognizes Poland as a
promising long-term market for off-
shore investment. Building upon
our successful ventures in the Ger-
man market over a decade ago, we
have continued to expand our Baltic
portfolio with new projects in Swe-
den and Finland. With our extensive
experience in the region, Poland
has naturally become a key market
for Skyborn. We are ready to col-
laborate and share our unique off-
shore expertise and our Baltic Sea
experience with Polish partners.
Skyborn's commitment to delivering
reliable, efficient, and environmen-
tally friendly solutions aligns per-
fectly with Poland's renewable
energy goals. Furthermore, we are
dedicated, and have a long and ro-
bust track record of nurturing long-
lasting partnerships with local
stakeholders, communities, and
governments, ensuring that our
projects contribute positively to the
development and prosperity of the
region.

Speaking at the Security Day
conference held by AmCham
Poland in June, a Skyborn rep-
resentative said that from the
business perspective, the off-
shore wind energy sector is
the second most challenging
and complex energy sector,
only after nuclear. Why is this
so? 
Offshore projects demand ad-
vanced technologies and meticulous
consideration of environmental,
transportation, and other interests,
given the unique characteristics of
each sea basin.  Skyborn brings a
20-year history of experience and
expertise in the Baltic Sea, having
developed five operational projects
in Germany, totaling over 1.2 GW.
This extensive expertise from our
work with various stakeholders in
the Baltic Sea region positions Sky-
born to offer valuable insights and
support to Poland. Our ongoing
projects in Germany, Sweden, and
Finland further enhance the syner-
gies we can provide to our part-
ners. 
By capitalizing on our in-depth
knowledge and experience in the
Baltic Sea region, we can create a

Offshore is a new industry in Poland and in order to grow it needs a

transfer of know-how and competences from partner companies.
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powerful and unique partnership.
Working collaboratively, we can tap
into the significant supply chain syn-
ergies that arise from undertaking
numerous projects within the same
sea basin, resulting in even greater
advantages for all stakeholders in-
volved.

What are the specific chal-
lenges that the offshore wind
farm sector is facing in
Poland?
Challenges exist on various levels,
and one significant issue is the sup-
ply chain, which poses a concern,
not only in Poland, but also on the
global market. For newcomers, se-
curing timely supplies for offshore
projects can be particularly chal-
lenging. Skyborn stands ready to
provide synergies in this aspect,
leveraging our well-established
presence in the Baltic Sea. Off-
shore is a new industry in Poland
and in order to grow it needs a
transfer of know-how and compe-
tences from partner companies like

Skyborn. We believe in the power
of true partnership, built on open-
ness and transparency, as the foun-
dation for a win-win co-operation.
This principle holds true in every
location where we operate. More-
over, Poland’s ambitious offshore
goals require significant financing
within a relatively short timeframe
and we are experts in that area,
too.

A number of Polish companies
have been granted plots for
wind farm development
across Poland’s seashore. Do
you think there is room for in-
ternational companies to play
a part in these projects as
well?
We are confident in the potential of
partnership, and our ideal position
is to play a leading role. Our expe-
rience has proven that large-scale
offshore projects thrive through
collaboration. Skyborn’s expertise
in the offshore wind industry, com-
bined with our owner`s track

record in renewable energy invest-
ments, makes us the perfect part-
ner to drive the successful
development, financing, construc-
tion, and operation of offshore
wind projects. Together, we can
support Poland to achieve its en-
ergy decarbonization transition
goals.

What are the company’s plans
in Poland for 2023 and be-
yond?
We are actively engaging in discus-
sions with Polish companies. Our
goal is to become a strategic part-
ner in multiple offshore projects
planned for the Polish Baltic Sea
under the so-called Phase 2 plan.
Skyborn is also an active market
player, leading the Polish Wind En-
ergy Association Working Group
for new offshore wind farm sites,
the so-called Phase 3. Our com-
mitment is to drive progress, sus-
tainability, and success in Poland's
offshore wind sector.
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in JUne, amCham ConCLUded the 8th edition of the 30 Under 30 mentoring Pro-
gram with gradUation Ceremony heLd at the googLe warsaw offiCe. the PartiCi-
Pants, aged beLow 30, rePresented amCham ComPanies amgen, baker mCkenzie,
boston sCientifiC, C.h. robinson, CisCo, Citi handLowy, deLL, dentons, googLe,
greenberg traUirg, hsbC, ibm, iss faCiLity serViCes, J.P. morgan, JLL, LUmen

teChnoLogies, mars, masterCard, matteL, msd, nCr CorPoration, Pegasystems,
PePsiCo, Pm groUP, Point72, PwC, Uber, warner bros. disCoVery, and whirLPooL.
the sPeakers at the gradUation CeLebration were mark brzezinski, Us ambassador

to PoLand; tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman; dorota dabrowski-wintersCheid,
amCham board member (CeC groUP); marta PośLad, googLe (amCham board

member); John heLd; krzysztof kłaPa, katarzyna kędraCka and marCin węC from

the ronaLd mCdonaLd foUndation;  łUkasz kowaLski, msL; ryszard rozPondek,
matteL; and rob rUdiCh, energy attaChé at Us embassy in warsaw. in PiCtUres:
1. ambassador mark brzezinski (Center) with the gradUates. 2. mark brzezinski.
3. tony hoUsh. 4. rob rUdiCh. 5. marta PośLad. 6. dorota dabrowski-winter-
sCheid. 7. the PartiCiPants of the gradUation Ceremony. 8. mateUsz JUrCzyk, 30
Under 30 Program Coordinator (amCham kraków & katowiCe direCtor). 9. the

PartiCiPants of the may session, heLd at the warsaw offiCe of msL. 10. Józef

wanCer, sPeaking to the Program PartiCiPants in aPriL, heLd at the warsaw mars

offiCe. 
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in may, the amCham board of direCtors and the members of the amCham adVi-
sory CoUnCiL met with riChard r. Verma, dePUty seCretary of state for man-
agement and resoUrCes; Jose fernandez, Under seCretary of state for eConomiC

growth, energy, and the enVironment; JessiCa Lewis, assistant seCretary from

the bUreaU of PoLitiCaL-miLitary affairs; todd robinson, assistant seCretary at

the bUreaU of internationaL narCotiCs and Law enforCement affairs; and maria

Longi, Coordinator at the offiCe of the Coordinator of Us assistanCe to eUroPe

and eUrasia. tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman, moderated the meeting. the taLks

foCUsed on PoLand-Us CooPeration and Ukraine aid. in PiCtUre: maria Longi,
todd robinson, JessiCa Lewis, Jose fernandez, riChard Verma, tony hoUsh. the

VenUe was googLe’s warsaw offiCe. 

in may, amCham wroCław heLd a meeting with miChał Jaros, a member of ParLiament

from wroCław rePresenting CiViL CoaLition. the VenUe was the bridge, wroCLaw hoteL.
in PiCtUre: zygmUnt łoPaLewski, whirLPooL; mariUsz wawer, 3m; karoLina komeJko,
aLign teChnoLogy; marta PawLak, amCham; monika CiesieLska-mróz, amCham

wroCław direCtor (Pm groUP); miChał Jaros; katarzyna Laber & Joanna wytwer,
mondeLez internationaL; JaCek łUć, miChaeL Page; katarzyna krokosińska, JLL; 
donata zahorodna, exPress reLoCations.

in aPriL, amCham gdańsk, together with 10 biLateraL Chambers of CommerCe in the re-
gion heLd a sPeed bUsiness mixer foLLowed by a a regULar bUsiness mixer and CoCtaiL.
oVer 150 PartiCiPants took PLaCe in the eVent. the VenUe was radisson bLU hoteL in

soPot. in PiCtUres: 1. the meeting in Progress. 2. anita kowaLska, marta PawLak, 
amCham; agnieszka sLiPCzUk,  sheraton Poznań hoteL; dr. barbara stePnowska, 
amCham gdańsk direCtor. 

1 2

in may, amCham gdańsk heLd a fieLd stUdy triP at the gdańsk branCh of fedex

to take a behind-the-sCenes Look at the ComPany’s LogistiCs oPerations. in PiCtUres:
1. members of the fedex gdańsk team with dr. barbara stePnowska, amCham

gdańsk direCtor (third from the right) and eLwira koszewska, regionaL saLes

direCtor at winnCom teChnoLogies (seCond from the right). 2. dr. barbara

stePnowska.

1 2
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in may, amCham kraków & katowiCe heLd a ConferenCe deVoted to the Pod-
karPaCe region's PotentiaL as a regionaL hUb for innoVatiVe indUstries.  the Pan-
eLists were mariUsz bednarz from rzeszów regionaL deVeLoPment agenCy; Prof.
Jarosław seP, rzeszow UniVersity of teChnoLogy; JaCek kUbrak, PodkarPaCkie in-
noVation Center (PCi); anna PaJąk, fUtUre indUstry PLatform; and marCin do-
Jnik from the offiCe of PodkarPaCkie region goVernor. the disCUssion was

Co-moderated by łUkasz bonarek, rePresenting PCi, and mateUsz JUrCzyk, am-
Cham kraków & katowiCe direCtor. keynote sPeakers were władysław ortyL,
marshaL of the PodkarPaCkie region; erin niCkerson, Us ConsUL generaL in

kraków, and tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman. in PiCtUres: 1. władysław ortyL.
2. erin niCkerson. 3. the disCUssion in Progress. 

1 2 3

in JUne, amCham kraków and katowiCe heLd a get-together at the Leonardo boU-
tiqUe hoteL, kraków to CeLebrate the start of sUmmer. in PiCtUres: 1. magdaLena

młynarCzyk, Leonardo hoteLs. 2. monika PaUL-gonera, hays; JUan PabLo Jiménez

garCía, newmark; JaCek mLeCzko. 3. the mixer in Progress. 

1 2 3

in JUne, amCham members heLd a networking eVent on the gambLing fLoor of Casi-
nos PoLand katowiCe. the PartiCiPants had an oPPortUnity to Learn the roPes of

the most PoPULar gambLing games and the LUCky ones took home raffLe wins. in
PiCtUres: 1. mikołaJ matiJasik, Casinos PoLand; mateUsz JUrCzyk, amCham kraków

& katowiCe direCtor. 2. tomasz mamoński and tomasz moskwa, adeCCo. 3. bar-
bara gaCa-kaweCka, marshaL offiCe of the siLesian VoiVodeshiP; karoLina

szyndLer, hays. 

1 2 3

in JUne, dr. barbara stePnowska, amCham gdańsk direCtor Led a disCUssion en-
titLed “emPower her in digitaL UniVerse” with PaneLists miChał dzoga from inteL;
JoLanta Jaworska, amCham board member (ibm); marta PośLad, amCham board

member (googLe). the “emPower her” ProJeCt is a Joint initiatiVe from the Ue
embassy in PoLand and amCham PoLand—signatories of the deCLaration of sUP-

Port for women's eConomiC emPowerment. the VenUe was the Us ambassador’s
resident in warsaw. in PiCtUres:  1. the PaneL: dr. barbara stePnowska; JoLanta

Jaworska; marta PośLad; miChał dzoga. 2. mark brzezinski, Us ambassador to

PoLand. 3. tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman; dr. barbara stePnowska. 

1 2 3
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in JUne, the amCham rebUiLd Ukraine working groUP heLd a meeting with Jad-
wiga emiLewiCz, seCretary of state, goVernment PLeniPotentiary for PoLish-
Ukrainian deVeLoPment CooPeration. the meeting was organized by amCham

PoLand and was attended by rePresentatiVes of 15 ComPanies from amCham

Ukraine. the VenUe was the sheraton grand warsaw. in PiCtUre: marCin kra-
sUski and Jagoda zakrzewska, googLe; marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations di-
reCtor; Jadwiga emiLewiCz; tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman; Paweł zegrałowiCz,
Citi; mateUsz JUrCzyk, amCham kraków & katowiCe direCtor.

in JUne, amCham and the sgh warsaw sChooL of eConomiCs rePort Presented

their Joint rePort entitLed "ameriCan ComPanies in PoLand. CaPitaL for deVeLoP-
ment and seCUrity" at a Press ConferenCe attended by Prof. Piotr waChowiak,
sgh reCtor, mark brzezinski, Us ambassador to PoLand, and tony hoUsh, am-

Cham Chairman. the VenUe was the sgh aUditoriUm. in PiCtUre: mark brzezinski;
marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor; Prof. Piotr waChowiak; dr. eLiza

PrzeździeCka, amCham Chief eConomist.

in JUne, amCham members met for their monthLy meeting at the Us ambassador's
residenCe in warsaw to meet the ambassador and disCUss the CUrrent state of

PoLand-Us biLateraL reLations and their deVeLoPment ProsPeCts. in PiCtUres: 1.

mark brzezinski, Us ambassador to PoLand. 2. tony hoUsh, amCham Chairman.
3. ambassador brzezinski; marta PośLad, amCham board member (googLe); tony

hoUsh; marzena dreLa, amCham oPerations direCtor. 

1 2 3

in JUne, amCham gdańsk assisted a groUP of stUdents from qUinniPiaC UniVer-
sity in hamden, ConneCtiCUt on their stUdy triP to the inteL CorPoration's side in

gdańsk. the Visit was a Part of the amCham edUCationaL Lead initiatiVe whiCh

aims to forge Links between PoLish and Us bUsiness and aCademia. 1. the qUin-
niPiaC UniVersity team. 2. mieszko droPiński; miLena łUCzko-boCzUła, inteL.

1 2
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in JULy, amCham gdańsk hosted a meeting of the amCham edUCation Lead to disCUss

how Us teCh ComPanies may boost its sUPPort for teChnoLogy edUCationaL institUtions.
the meeting was moderated by dr. barbara stePnowska, amCham gdańsk direCtor.
Present at the meeting were rePresentatiVes of Us ComPanies in the region inCLUding

boeing, amazon, gemini, haPag LLoyd, ibm and inteL.  in PiCtUre:  szymon trąbała,

boeing; mieszko droPinski, inteL; miChał boJko dynatraCe; dr. barbara stePnowska,
amCham gdańsk direCtor; magdaLena LiCzbarska, bogUmiła bieniasz; gdańsk mUniC-
iPaL offiCe; iwona stawniCka, gdańsk foUndation of eConomiC deVeLoPment; agnieszka

bartoszewiCz-Pietrzak, inVest gdańsk; dominika bęben, haPag LLoyd; Paweł faLkowski,
monika stokfisz, inVest in Pomerania; bLanka fiJołek, amazon. 

in JULy, the amCham board of direCtors and the amCham adVisory CoUnCiL heLd a

meeting with andy hUnder, President of amCham Ukraine. the VenUe was warsaw

marriott hoteL.  in PiCtUre: the members of the amCham board of direCtors and the

rePresentatiVes of the amCham adVisory CoUnCiL with andy hUnder and nataLiya Cher-
Vona, from amCham Ukraine, PiCtUred in the Center. 
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Find out more about how AmCham 
is supporting Ukraine. 

And how your company can help. 

amcham.pl/corporate-aid-ukraine
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